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Abstract 

Over the years, various nanomaterials are continuously researched and synthesised to improve 

energy storage devices' energy and power densities. Two-Dimensional (2D) materials have 

developed great interest as a new prototype in materials science due to their collective 

advantages of ultrathin thickness and tuneable physical and chemical properties. The 

application of these nanomaterials extends to energy storage, water purification, catalysis, 

biosensors, antibacterial films, and coatings, thereby prompting the development of viable 

techniques for synthesising nanomaterials. However, challenges of further size reduction of 

nanomaterials with a simultaneous low cost, scalable and reproducible synthesis approach 

remain famous for sustainable progress in their practical applications. 

For the first time, 2D Graphene and MXene composite materials were synthesised through a 

Continuous Hydrothermal Flow Synthesis (CHFS) method and engineered into electrodes for 

electrochemical energy storage applications. CHFS is a single-step hydrothermal process 

involving mixing supercritical water (374 °C, 22.4 MPa) with a flow of water-soluble 

precursors in a reactor to obtain a rapid and controlled synthesis of nanomaterials. This 

synthesis method is scalable and tuneable by controlling process parameters such as flow rate, 

temperature, and pressure, thereby impacting the particle size, morphology, and crystal 

structure of nanoparticles. In addition, CHFS limits the use of toxic reagents and produces 

nanomaterials with desired properties in minimal time (seconds). One of the findings in this 

research paves way for the in-situ production and aqueous processing of functionalised MXene 

composites with a high electrochemical performance. Through aqueous dispersions as a green 

route of synthesis in CHFS, these 2D MXene and graphene derivatives were produced with 

enhanced electrochemical properties. This research provides a significant contribution to the 

expanding portfolio of continuous hydrothermal flow synthesis reactions.  

In this thesis, a variety of materials such as manganese (iv) oxide, manganese (iv) oxide/ 

reduced graphene oxide (rGO), titanium (iv) oxide, titanium (iv) oxide/ reduced graphene oxide 

(rGO), and N-doped MXene/ titanium (iv) oxide, are hydrothermally synthesised via CHFS, 

developed and fabricated into electrode materials for energy storage applications. 

The in-depth analysis provides a comprehensive insight into how nanocomposites of promising 

energy storage properties are designable, made functional, and synthesised in-situ 

hydrothermally via CHFS from non-toxic and water-soluble precursors while delivering 

excellent electrochemical performance when used as electrodes in batteries. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

With the global warning of climate change and the increase in energy demands, the world has 

turned to renewable energy sources to solve these challenges. However, these renewable 

energy sources (wind, solar, hydropower, biomass, etc.) also face challenges of creating 

cheaper and more efficient technologies in storing these intermittent energies[1]. Due to this, 

there is a need to find economically viable and environmentally friendly sources of energy 

supply or storage such as batteries and supercapacitors. Current materials used in energy 

storage (e.g., cobalt, nickel, and manganese) are not cost-efficient; in selected cases, 

performance is limited and associated with environmental and economic concerns. For 

example, the cost of cobalt (Co) used in the cathode material of lithium-ion batteries is 

expensive and not sufficient to meet the global demands for rechargeable energies[2].   

Energy sources have evolved from traditional wood-burning to coal, crude oil, natural gas, and 

petrochemical energy sources (tar sands and shale deposits). As these fossil fuels' exploitation 

continues due to energy demands worldwide, their reserves are depleting with time and 

simultaneously raising environmental concerns due to greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions. The 

energy industry requires an economically viable technological innovation to level up the energy 

deficiency, store energy when needed, and deliver power when needed while considering 

environmental protection. The time variance of some energy sources does not correspond to 

the time dependence of energy use[3]. For example, the energy obtained from biofuels and 

other sources such as solar and wind is only available during a specific period, making the 

concept of energy storage essential for conservation and storage for later use when needed.  

As growing concerns for climate change and fossil depletion continue, the development of 

energy storage devices (ESD) has increased interest in storing energy of different forms and 

converting it to its required format, producing large capacity and high-rate capability[3]. These 

energy storage devices provide the energy and power requirements for different electrical 

systems and devices such as electric vehicles, smart devices, mobile phones etc. 

Energy storage devices such as batteries and electrochemical capacitors (EC) have distinctive 

energy storage mechanisms. Batteries store energy in chemical potential, while ECs store 

energy as charges[3]. These distinct energy storage mechanisms exhibited by batteries and ECs 

characterise both devices with different energy and power densities and their lifecycles. 

Faradaic processes occurring at the interface between the electrode and electrolyte in batteries 
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provide larger energy densities. Still, they suffer from poor stability due to changes in the 

chemical structure of electrode material after redox reactions from several charges and 

discharge cycles. Electrochemical capacitors, on the other hand, store charges faster than 

batteries and have a number of charged and discharged cycles with no significant change in the 

crystal structure of the electrode material, thereby providing ECs with large power densities 

suitable for use in operations with high power requirements and improved acceleration in 

electric vehicles. In addition, charge and discharge cycles in ECs takes seconds which reduces 

the amount of time required for a full charge compared to batteries[3]. 

Despite these exciting properties exhibited by batteries and ECs, limitations in their functions 

are often due to costs, performance, and environmental concerns. Batteries suffer from low 

power densities and stability of electrode material after several charge-discharge cycles, while 

ECs suffer from low energy densities[4]. The electrode material plays a vital role in the 

functioning of an ESD. Common materials employed in electrode fabrication include carbon-

based materials like activated carbon (AC)[5], graphite[6] and carbon nanotubes (CNTs)[7]. 

These materials are inexpensive, easily accessible, non-toxic, quickly processed, and have high 

chemical stability, making them a suitable electrode material for energy storage devices.  

An electrode material's specific surface area (SSA), ionic and electronic conductivities and 

thermal and chemical stabilities are essential for engineering an energy storage device with 

superior energy, power, and operation parameters. The Brunauer-Emmett Teller (BET) 

analysis provides information about the amount of surface area of the material available for 

chemical reactions (in batteries) and storing charges (in ECs). However, not all this surface 

area is easily accessible by electrolytes[8]. Improved ionic and electronic conductivities 

increase charge carriers (ions and electrons) transport during energy storage reactions[9]. The 

thermal and chemical stabilities of the electrode material in aqueous and non-aqueous 

electrolytes increases the number of charge-discharge cycles, the lifecycle of the device, and 

its use in temperature-dependent applications[10,11]. All these properties, when appropriately 

engineered, provide an energy storage device with superior electrochemical function. 

Two-dimensional (2D) nanomaterials in energy storage applications are a prospective and 

efficient solution due to their tunability and superior properties[12]. Ultrathin two-dimensional 

(2D) nanomaterials have exciting electronic properties due to the confinement of electrons in 

two dimensions, helpful for related electronic applications such as electronic/ optoelectronic 

device[13]. Their atomic thickness and large lateral size contribute to their very high specific 
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surface area, making them attractive in surface-related applications such as catalysis and energy 

storage devices[14]. 2D materials are single layer materials with an atomic layer thickness of 

a few nanometres obtained by reducing their corresponding three dimensional (3D) 

material[12]. Examples of 2D materials are graphene, a single atomic layer of graphite with 

sp2 hybridisation, a thin atomic thickness of 0.345 nm[15], and MXene, atomic layers of 

transition metal alternating between carbonic atomic layers[16]. Graphene shows electron 

mobility at room temperature, intrinsic strength and high thermal conductivity[17]. MXene 

exhibits excellent electrical conductivity, unique morphology, and hydrophilicity of its 

functionalised surface, influencing its electrochemical performance[18]. 

Research in transition metals oxides (TMO) is extensive due to their high specific capacitance 

and low resistance, relevant in energy storage applications[19]. Common TMOs used in energy 

storage such as oxides of cobalt, iron and nickel are not cost-efficient and limited due to lack 

of abundance. Other TMOs such as manganese (iv) oxide and titanium (iv) oxide are relatively 

abundant and environmentally friendly but are performance limited. 

 As reported in literature, harvesting high performance energy storage devices involves a 

combination of specific surface area (for high capacitance), pore-size distribution (for easy 

electrolyte access), electronic conductivity (for improved capacitance and high power)[20]. 

Typically, a combination of active materials offering these properties with binders is often used 

in the electrode fabrication process. Asides the environmental concerns on the use of binders, 

they can be detrimental to the capacitive performance of EDLC[21]. The work reported herein 

focuses on the water-assisted synthesis of nanomaterials and the investigation of their 

electrochemical performance in Li-ion batteries and supercapacitors. 

1.2. Research Motivation 

An increase in the energy demand of a fast-growing world population is one of the global 

challenges faced by the energy industries. Despite the large production of natural gas, 

petroleum, coal and other fuel sources, these energy demands are not entirely met but rather 

raised environmental concerns of greenhouse gases emission. Due to this problem, the energy 

industry requires economically viable technological innovations to level up the energy 

deficiency and store energy, considering environmental protection.  

The driving force of this research is the green synthesis, modification and processing of 2D 

nanomaterials as an effective solution to the world problem of low energy demands and 

environmental pollution. Exploiting these exciting properties of 2D materials and their 
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functionalisation through a continuous hydrothermal flow synthesis method of decorating with 

highly crystalline inorganic species and doping with heteroatoms provides a promising means 

to produce nanomaterials with improved capacitive performance. 

1.3. Research Aims and Objectives 

This PhD research aims to engineer novel and advanced nanomaterials with excellent 

capacitive charge storage properties through Continuous Hydrothermal Flow Synthesis 

(CHFS) and optimised conventional synthetic methods. The single-step process of CHFS 

enables exploration and control of features such as composition, particle size and surface 

functional properties of MXene and graphene derived materials to obtain desired electrical 

properties such as life cycle, energy, and power densities.  

The specific project objectives are as follows: 

• Developing methodologies for the synthesis of MXene, graphene, transition metal 

oxides and their derivatives through (a) CHFS approach, which allows control and 

tuneability of material properties, and (b) improved traditional methods (exfoliation and 

intercalation) in synthesising 2D derivatives to enhance control of synthetic tailoring, 

improve quality and develop new materials. 

• Understanding the properties of the as-synthesised nanomaterials through 

characterisation to investigate the particle size, morphology, crystallinity, elemental 

and material compositions etc.  

• To fabricate the as-synthesised materials into electrodes for electrochemical analysis. 

This process involves the formulation of active materials with binders and conductive 

additives where needed to prepare electrodes. 

• To conduct the performance testing of electrodes for electrochemical properties via 

Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) and Galvanostatic Charge- Discharge (GCD) measurements. 

 

1.4. Novelty of Research 

For the first time, 2D Graphene and MXene composite materials were synthesised through a 

Continuous Hydrothermal Flow Synthesis (CHFS) method and engineered into electrodes for 

electrochemical energy storage applications. This research combined the single-step synthetic 

method of CHFS and improved traditional synthetic methods as a strategic way to produce 

electrode materials (within fraction of a second) and process them for Lithium-ion batteries. 
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This research paves way for the in-situ production and aqueous processing of functionalised 

MXene composites with a high electrochemical performance. Through aqueous dispersions as 

a green route of synthesis in CHFS, these 2D MXene and graphene derivatives were produced 

with enhanced electrochemical properties. 

1.5. Research Structure 

Chapter 1 introduces the global concerns on energy and the concept of energy storage. Energy 

storage devices and their common electrode materials are described with their pros and cons 

discussed. 

Chapter 2 provides background information on several 2D materials explored in this research 

and the properties they offer. It summarises the different synthetic methods used in 2D material 

production. It also describes CHFS; a methodology used in this research and its advantages at 

operating conditions over other synthetic methods are summarised. Furthermore, an in-depth 

look into electrode materials for energy storage, types of energy storage devices, and their 

storage mechanisms are described in this chapter. 

Chapter 3 describes all the material synthesis techniques used in this research. It outlines the 

characterisation techniques implored and specifications of the types of equipment used for 

analysis. The sources of chemicals used as starting precursors and their specifications are 

provided in detail. In addition, the specifications used in electrode fabrication before 

electrochemical tests are described. 

Chapter 4 describes the processes in the synthesis of N-doped MXene-TiO2 nanocomposites. 

The approaches include MXene synthesis from the MAX phase, its post-treatment techniques, 

and the in-situ production of TiO2 on the surface of MXene through CHFS. The N-doped 

MXene-TiO2 nanocomposites were characterised for surface and chemical analysis and 

fabricated into electrodes for electrochemical tests. 

Chapter 5 gives an in-depth look into the synthesis of MnO2 and MnO2-rGO nanocomposites 

via the CHFS process. The surface and chemical properties of the materials were analysed 

using several material characterisation techniques. Finally, the materials were further analysed 

for their electrochemical properties.  

Chapter 6 explores the hydrothermal synthesis of TiO2-reduced graphene oxide 

nanocomposites in a continuous flow process. The as-synthesised materials were characterised 
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for surface and chemical properties, fabricated into electrodes, and tested for electrochemical 

performance. 

Chapter 7 investigates the delamination process of exfoliated MXenes using a bio-degradable 

solvent to increase the interlayer spacing and separate them into fewer and smaller MXene 

sheets. The delaminated MXenes were characterised for surface and chemical properties 

analysis. 

Chapter 8 provides a summary on this doctoral research, drawn conclusions and suggestions 

for further research on CHFS of 2D materials for energy storage applications.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

The expression “plenty of room at the bottom” was used by Dr. Feynman in 1959, where an 

emphasis on the power of manipulating and controlling things on a small scale was made[22]. 

Dr. Feynman’s famous publication motivated a lot of researchers like Frindt in 1966 to explore 

the scotch-tape method in isolating few layers of MoS2[23–25]. Exploration of these 2D 

nanomaterials resurfaced in the 20th century when Geim and co-workers carried out a scotch-

tape exfoliation of graphene from graphite during their study on the electronic transport in 

layers of sp2 carbon[26]. This mechanical exfoliation method was later repeated in isolating 

other layered materials[27].  

2D materials are single or few-layered materials with an atomic layer thickness of a few 

nanometres that are obtained either by reducing their corresponding three-dimensional (3D) 

material through a top-down synthesis method or building up from constituent atoms and 

molecules referred to as the bottom-up synthesis method[12]. 2D materials have been studied 

extensively in different applications such as energy storage[28], optical[29] and biomedical 

science[30], owing to their ultrathin atomic thickness, high surface area, tuneable physical and 

chemical properties (Fig. 2.1)[12,31]. The atomic thickness and large lateral size of these 2D 

nanomaterials contribute to their very high specific surface area, making them attractive in 

surface-related applications such as catalysis and energy storage devices[14]. With strong in-

plane covalent bond and atomic thickness, ultrathin 2D materials possess excellent mechanical 

strength and flexibility, making them suitable in wearable electronics[13]. Also, the atoms on 

the surfaces of these 2D nanomaterials can be modified and functionalised to control their 

surface properties and functionalities. This contributes to their processing in certain 

applications such as solutions for the fabrication of thin-film electrodes and solar cells[32].The 

2D plane confines the transport of heat, photon, and charge carriers, generating a significant 

change in the optical and electronic property of the 2D material[33]. Due to their size reduction, 

their band gap increases and creates a new property of the material.  

2D materials consists of a broad selection of single and combination of elements in the periodic 

table. This generates heterogeneity in their electronic properties, such as metals, non-metals, 

metalloids, and semiconductors with direct and indirect bandgaps[33]. 2D materials are 

explored in the thin film industry, where their compatibility with active technologies facilitates 

their use in electronic and optoelectronic devices [34–36]. In healthcare applications, the 

relative large surface area of 2D materials are explored as biosensors, where they act as an 
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active surface sensing element[37]. Furthermore, 2D materials can be tailored to detect specific 

analytes (e.g., glucose) with high selectivity[38]. 

 

Fig. 2.1 Properties of 2D materials that contributes to their extensive use in several 

applications[12] 

The enormous attention on 2D materials does not rely on its intrinsic properties alone, but also 

on the tunability of the material. These 2D materials can be tuned via different techniques to 

enhance the property of the material and meet a specific application requirement. For example, 

size tuning creates changes to the structure of the material (e.g., an increase or decrease in 

surface area and defects of the material), causing a change in its electronic/optoelectronic 

properties[39]. In addition, material properties can also be fine-tuned by varying the particle 

size and shape, providing use in biomedical applications[40]. Tuning of 2D materials can also 

include changes to the band gap structure as bulk material is sized down to a single layer 2D 

material. Intercalation and combination of 2D materials are functionalisation strategies 

implored in the tuning of 2D materials; the former can significantly cause changes in the 

electronic properties (transition between metallic and semiconductor transport), and the latter 

creates a platform to design new 2D materials with enhanced and superior properties[12]. This 

functionalisation can be achieved by covalent and non-covalent improvement techniques 

involving surface modification via chemical oxidation or reduction, doping, addition of 
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chemical groups, sonication and exfoliation to facilitate formation into sheets, stable 

dispersions and enhance their properties for numerous applications[41,42]. Surface 

functionalisation assists in tuning the properties of a material to achieve a specific function 

ranging from drug delivery to biosensing, energy storage and other applications[43–45]. 

Through this means, designing a range of functional 2D materials with superior properties from 

their parent 2D is feasible (Fig. 2.2).  

 

Fig. 2.2 Functionalisation of 2D Materials into target materials for specific applications [46]  

According to He and co-workers[47], 2D materials are classified into mono-elemental, dual-

elemental, and multi-elemental 2D materials consisting of one element, two elements, and more 

than two elements, respectively. Mono-elemental 2D materials include semiconducting black 

phosphorus (BP) composed of the layers of phosphorus atoms covalently bonded together with 

Van der Waals interaction between the layers. Other mono-elemental 2D materials include 

graphene, silicone, antimonene, and bismuthene. Dual-elemental 2D materials include 

transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) such as molybdenum disulfide (MoS2). In MoS2, 

there is a covalent bond between Mo and S atoms and weaker Van der Waals interaction 

between S atoms making it easy to obtain a few layers by mechanical exfoliation. Another 

dual-elemental 2D material is boron nitride (BN), MXenes such as Ti2C and Ti3C2. Multi-

elemental 2D materials include other MXenes such as (Ti, V)2C[48]. The structure of these 2D 

materials of interest in this research project is shown in Fig. 2.3. 
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Fig. 2.3 Classification of 2D materials and their respective stuctures[12,49,50] 

These layered materials have strong in-plane covalent or ionic bonding and weak interlayer 

Van der Waals interaction between the layers; facilitating their exfoliation into few and single-

layered nanosheets[33]. Exfoliation of these 2D nanostructures from their bulk counterparts 

can be induced by mechanical or liquid exfoliation[51]. Mechanical exfoliation involves 

techniques such as the scotch-tape method and sonication of bulk phases with Van der Waals 

layered structure to induce separation into mono and few layered nanosheets. In materials such 

as germanene and silicene, they do not have Van der Waals interaction between the layers, and 

show stable inter-atomic bonding through sp3 hybridisation. As such, chemical methods are 

implored to successfully exfoliate the layered structures of germanene and silicene into mono 

and few-layered sheets[52,53].  

2.1. Graphene and its Nanocomposites 

Graphene is a flat monolayer of aromatic sp2 carbon atoms tightly packed into a 2D honeycomb 

lattice. Graphene transforms into other dimensions such as 0D, 1D and 3D, fullerenes or 

quantum dots, nanotubes and graphite, respectively[54]. Graphene serves as a building block 

for these dimensions of graphitic materials. The successful preparation of monolayer graphene 

occurred in 2004[26], which created a remarkable thread in the experimental and theoretical 

investigation of the properties of graphene and its range of applications. Following the novel 
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exfoliation of graphene from graphite, several efforts have been deployed into controlling the 

growth of monolayer graphene.  

Graphene has exciting electronic properties, which has made its research in the electrochemical 

industry very promising. Graphene is a zero-band semiconductor due to the overlapping nature 

of its valence and conducting bands. With a high theoretical specific surface area of 

approximately 2630 m2 g-1, graphene provides an electrochemical double layer gravimetric 

capacitance of about 550 F g-1 [55]. In addition, graphene has charge mobility of 200,000 cm2 

V-1 s-1, making it a suitable material for optoelectronic devices [17,56]. Despite these exciting 

properties of graphene, restacking and the hydrophobic nature affect its application in specific 

fields such as biomedicine and its processibility in an aqueous medium. This limitation is due 

to Van der Waal interactions and π-π stacking between its aromatic rings, making graphene 

form aggregates in solution[31]. This behaviour could affect its function in areas of biomedical 

science such as drug deliverability, bio-sensing and bio-imaging. According to Zhang and co-

workers[57], graphene exhibits hydrophobicity unless it is oxidisable, such as graphene oxide 

(GO). As a result, graphene use in specific applications requires the addition of polymers or 

surfactants to be stable in aqueous solutions. Despite these limitations, graphene offers 

excellent mechanical, electronic and surface properties, making graphene a suitable substrate 

to decorate various transition metal oxides in the synthesis of graphene-based nanocomposites 

for lithium-ion batteries (LiBs). 

2.1.1 Graphene-MnO2 Nanocomposites 

Transition metal oxides (TMOs) are attractive materials in energy storage applications owing 

to their high specific capacitance, stability, and good charge-discharge performance over a 

wide potential window. Many transition metal oxides have been explored for their 

electrochemical activities, with ruthenium oxide showing the highest electrochemical 

performance of 760 F g-1 [58]. However, ruthenium oxide as an electrode material is limited 

by its cost and toxicity, making the technology not economically feasible. Other TMOs such 

as manganese (IV) oxide and titanium (IV) oxide have gained more interest due to their 

excellent electrochemical performance, natural abundance at a low cost and no environmental 

concerns. 

Manganese (IV) oxide (MnO2) is a transition metal oxide with high energy density and making 

it suitable for application as components of electrode materials for energy storage devices. It is 

naturally abundant at a low cost with no environmental concerns[59]. MnO2 is a promising 
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electrode material in different energy storage systems such as metal-ion batteries, alkaline 

batteries, and supercapacitors due to its high specific capacity and environmental 

friendliness[60]. MnO2 is a non-stoichiometric compound with an oxidation state of +4, and 

existing in various polymorphs such as hollandite (α), pyrolusite (β), nsutite (γ), ramsdellite 

(R) and birnessite (δ) (Fig. 2.4)[61].  

 

Fig. 2.4 Structures of MnO2 polymorphs[62] 

Despite the exciting properties exhibited by MnO2, it is limited by poor electrical conductivity. 

The theoretical specific capacitance of MnO2 reaches 1370 F g-1 as the oxidation state of Mn+ 

changes from +4 to +3 over a potential window of 0.8 V[58]. However, this high theoretical 

value has not been matched up by research data as reported values are below 200 F g-1[63–66]. 

Over the years, several research works have explored strategies to improve the capacitance and 

conductivity of MnO2. These strategies include fabricating synthetic methods to enhance 

surface area with desired crystal structure, combining MnO2 with conductive materials such as 

graphene[67], carbon nanotubes[68] and conductive polymers[69]. In addition, increasing the 

interlayer distance of layered MnO2 by metal cation doping[70] also improve its 

electrochemical performance. 

Graphene can be combined with organic and inorganic materials such as graphene/metal 

oxides[71], graphene/metals[72], graphene/carbon-based materials[73] and 

graphene/polymers[74]. Due to their excellent electrochemical activity and faradaic redox 

reaction, transition metal oxides and conducting polymers are explorable as electrode materials 

in energy storage devices[75]. Carbon-based materials like carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and 
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graphite exhibit good electrical conductivity that provides superior electrochemical 

performance of the nanocomposites owing to their exceptional surface area and porous 

structure, compared to only graphene-based electrodes[76]. Graphene-based supercapacitors 

showed a specific capacitance of 
 75 F g-1,  99 F g-1, 117 F g-1 and 135 F g-1 ionic liquid, organic,  

aqueous H2SO4 and aqueous KOH electrolytes respectively[77,78]. 

MnO2 is a transition metal oxide that exhibit significant faradaic reactions occurring at the 

electrode surface. Several reports have been on the synthesis of different morphologies of 

MnO2; needles, rods and birnessite, amongst others, on the surface of graphene sheets. MnO2 

energy storage mechanisms include reversible redox processes, cation adsorption-desorption 

and ion intercalation[79]. MnO2 /Graphene (Gr) nanocomposites combine the electric double-

layer capacitance of graphene and the pseudocapacitance of MnO2 to obtain improved 

capacitance values compared to graphene-based electrodes. 

The process dependent synthesis of MnO2 /Gr by decorating graphene oxide (GO) with MnO2 

followed by reduction with hydrazine hydrate was reported by Kim and co-workers with a 

specific capacitance value of 328 F g-1 at a scan rate of 10 mV s-1 was obtained[59]. Other 

works have also been done, such as the dispersion of MnO2 needles on the surface of GO. Still, 

a low value of capacitance was obtained (197 F g-1) due to limited electronically conductive 

channels[59,80]. 

The electrochemical performance of MnO2 depends on the synthesis condition, type of 

morphology, crystallinity, and particle size[81]. The physical and chemical properties of MnO2 

are affected by its method of synthesis. As a result, several methodologies such as microwave 

synthesis[82], Ultrasound synthesis[83], and hydrothermal synthesis[63] have been explored 

to offer advantages in morphology variation, porosity, pore size distribution, higher resource 

and energy efficiency.  

Enhancing the electrochemical performance of MnO2 /Gr electrodes is achievable through a 

novel continuous hydrothermal synthesis of MnO2/Gr nanocomposite. This research introduces 

this synthetic process to produce homogeneously dispersed MnO2 nanoparticles on the surface 

of graphene sheets in a single step, thereby enabling better electrical conductivity of graphene, 

increased surface area, and decreased diffusion path, increasing the pseudocapacitive reaction 

and offering much-improved capacitance. 
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2.1.2. Graphene-TiO2 Nanocomposites 

TiO2 is a naturally abundant TMO with advantages such as low toxicity, reasonable cycling 

rate, fast ionic transport and high theoretical capacity (335 mA h g-1)[84]. These properties 

make it a promising material for energy storage applications. TiO2 exists in three common 

polymorphs (anatase, rutile and brookite) as shown in Fig. 2.5, with anatase the most 

extensively studied polymorph for energy storage[85]. Anatase TiO2 has a tetragonal crystal 

structure with the space group I41/amd. A unit cell consists of four distorted TiO6 octahedrons 

and four distorted oxygen octahedral vacancies where lithium ions are inserted during 

lithiation[85]. TiO2 has been explored in different applications such as photocatalysis[86] and 

energy storage[87].  

 

Fig. 2.5 Structures of TiO2 polymorphs[88] 

Several approaches have been made towards improving the application of TiO2 for energy 

storage. These include doping with metal ions[89], tuning at the nanoscale to vary 

morphologies[90,91] and mixing with carbonaceous materials such as graphene and nanotubes 

to form composites with superior electrochemical properties[92]. For example, carbon-coated 

TiO2 hollow spheres were prepared by Zhang and co-workers and applied as an anode material 

for sodium-ion batteries. The battery showed excellent cycling stability and a reversible 

capacity of 140 mA h g-1 after 500 cycles[93]. Changsheng et al (2015) prepared a TiO2-C 

based anode for sodium-ion batteries that delivered a good cycling performance and a 

reversible discharge capacity of 275 mA h g-1[94]. Furthermore, on graphene-TiO2 research, 

reduced graphene oxide (rGO)-TiO2 nanotubes were prepared by Peng Zheng et al (2016) for 

lithium-ion batteries. The rGO-TiO2 nanocomposites showed a remarkable capacity of 263 mA 

h g-1 at 0.1 A g-1 after 100 cycles[95].  
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TiO2-graphene nanoparticles have been synthesised through different routes such as 

hydrothermal[96], solvothermal[97], microwave-assisted technique[71] and chemical 

methods[98].  

2.2. MXenes and its Nanocomposites 

MXenes are transition metal carbides, carbonitrides and nitrides obtained by selectively etching 

out the A element from its MAX phase precursor[48,99]. MAX phase is a bulk material where 

M stands for early transition metal (such as Ti, V, Cr, etc.), A is a group IIIA or group IVA 

element (such as Al or Ga), and X is a carbon (C) or carbonitride (CN) or nitride (N). MXenes 

have a general formula of Mn+1XnTx, where n = 1, 2 or 3, Tx = surface terminations such as O, 

OH or F, and x is the number of surface terminations (Fig. 2.6)[48]. About 19 different MXene 

compositions have been synthesised, and several have been predicted to exist (ca. 60). Some 

examples are Ti3C2Tx, Ti2CTx, Ti3CNTx, Nb4C3Tx etc[48]. MXenes exhibit a sandwich-like 

arrangement where n+1 layers of M cover n layers of X, i.e. [MX]n M. Ti3C2Tx is the most 

studied MXene with high electronic conductivity of about 9880 S cm-1 and excellent charge-

storage properties[100]. MXenes with more than one M element exists in random and ordered 

arrangements of M atoms. When there is a random arrangement of two different transition 

metals in the M layers, it is a solid solution. On the other hand, when the different M atoms are 

orderly in the M layer, it is called an ordered phase[48]. MXenes are implored in numerous 

applications such as electrochemical energy storage, transport conductors, water desalination, 

antibacterial films, coatings and biosensors[57].  

 

Fig. 2.6 MXene synthesis from their precursors (a) Different MAX phases structures (b) 

Post-etch MXene structure with surface terminations (c) Elements present in MAX and 

MXene phases[101] 
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MXene is hydrophilic and has a higher electronic conductivity, allowing its electrode to be 

used as both the active material and current collector in supercapacitors[48]. MXenes also 

exhibit a pseudo-capacitance through reversible redox reactions occurring at the Ti surface. 

MXene nanosheets have a negative charge that allows the formation of stable, viscous aqueous 

colloidal solution without the addition of surfactant and polymer[48,57,102]. In addition, 

MXene has a higher tap density of about 4 g cm-3 than graphene, which has a tap density of 

about 0.4 g cm-3. This property contributes to a higher areal or volumetric capacitance. MXene 

films can have a high volumetric capacitance of 900 F cm-3 [103]. These show an increasing 

interest in the application of MXenes in energy storage devices. 

2.2.1. MXene-TiO2 Nanocomposites 

Reinforcement of materials with MXene improves its mechanical and electronic properties. 

Such materials include carbon-based nanomaterials such as CNTs[104], mesoporous 

carbon[105] and graphene[106]. Other reinforcements include polymers[107] and transition 

metal oxides[108]. The formation of MXene hybrids with these materials help prevent 

restacking of MXene sheets, aids flexibility, improves conductivity, and increases 

electrochemical performance[109]. 

MXene have gained increased attention in energy storage research. The characteristics of a 

good energy storage device includes high storage capacity, excellent cyclability and rate 

capability. All these device properties rely on the composition and properties of the electrode 

material. Graphite is a common anode material used in lithium-ion batteries but suffers from 

low specific capacity and impaired rate performance. This challenge paved way for the 

development of improved anode materials with MXene-based compositions[110,111]. 

MXene-TiO2 composites have been reported in the literature for different applications. 

Jingxiang Low et al. (2018) synthesised TiO2 nanoparticles grown on the surface of highly 

conductive MXenes via a calcination method for the photocatalytic reduction of CO2[112]. 

Therein, the MXene-TiO2 composites showed up to 3.7 times higher photocatalytic CO2 

reduction for methane production (0.22 µmol h-1 than commercial TiO2). For energy storage, 

JianFeng and co-workers prepared MXene-TiO2 nanocomposites through an in-situ hydrolysis 

and heat treatment method. The as-synthesised composites showed a good electrochemical 

performance of 143 F g-1 at 5 mV s-1, with excellent cycling stability after 6000 cycles[113]. 

Furthermore, MXene-TiO2 composites can be surface-functionalised and employed as an 

electrocatalyst in the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), as described[114]. The as-prepared 
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electrocatalyst showed improved HER performance of 190 mV at 10 mA cm-2. This enhanced 

performance was attributed to the functionalisation of the basal planes of MXenes with O active 

sites. 

The novel properties of these 2D nanomaterials are attainable depending on the route of 

synthesis implored to offer unique characteristics such as a high surface area to volume ratio, 

distinct morphologies, and surface functionalities. The following section will briefly overview 

2D materials of interest for this research project. 

2.3. Synthetic Strategies of 2D Materials 

The novel properties of these 2D materials have been the driving force in the continuous 

research development of superior materials for use in a variety of applications.  The physical 

and chemical properties of a material are dependent on the synthetic strategy employed. 2D 

materials are synthesised via different methods which are classified distinctively according to 

the processes involved in creating nanometre sized structures. These are the top-down and 

bottom-up synthesis. 

2.3.1. Top-down Synthesis 

Top-down synthesis involves the exfoliation of 3D bulk materials into 2D materials by 

mechanical vibration or chemical reactions. The former employs mechanical energy such as 

ultrasonication and mechanical (scotch tape) exfoliation to separate layered solids into single 

or few-layer 2D materials.  

Mechanical exfoliation and Ultrasonication 

The process of mechanical exfoliation involves generating a physical interaction between the 

material and the source of mechanical force. This process is followed by the application of the 

required force to remove Van der Waal force- bounded layers. Fig. 2.7 (a & b) shows the 

illustration of mechanical exfoliation and ultrasonic exfoliation, respectively. 

The synthetic techniques of mechanical exfoliation and ultrasonication offer advantages but 

have their limitations. For example, low-cost mechanical exfoliation (such as vigorous 

handshaking) separates layered solids into only one or a few-layer nanosheet which helps 

preserve the crystal structure and properties of the material. The convenience of this method 

can produce large-size ultra-thin nanosheets[115]. However, this method is limited to layered 

Van der Waals solids like graphene and molybdenum disulphide.  The ease of this method 
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makes it convenient for small scale production in laboratory research but cannot be scaled up 

for industrial production[115].  

Another mechanical exfoliation technique is the Scotch-tape method. In 2004, Geim and 

Novoselov exfoliated graphite (three-dimensional bulk precursor) into single-layer graphene 

using the scotch-tape method[26]. This technique involves the use of mechanical force 

repeatedly to separate graphite (layer by layer) from scotch-tape, thereby thinning the graphitic 

layer until one single-layer graphene is obtained (Fig. 2.7a). 

 

Fig. 2.7 (a) Micromechanical exfoliation techniques via Scotch tape[26,116] and (b) solvent-

assisted exfoliation[115]. 

Ultrasonication is also applicable in exfoliating layered solids into single or few-layered 

nanosheets and offers a more effective, scalable, and productive exfoliation. However, the 

effectiveness of this process depends on the duration of sonication and the dispersed solvent. 

Nanosheets stabilise in suitable solvents and agglomerate or from sediments in poor solvents, 

a property dependent on the surface energies of the solvent used[115]. Examples of solvents 

used in ultrasonication include de-ionised water, methanol, isopropanol, dimethyl sulfoxide 

(DMSO), acetone, etc.[115]. 

The use of ultrasonic energy has been demonstrated in the synthesis of SnO2 -

nanoparticles[117]; SnO2 nanoparticles (8-30 nm) were synthesised at room temperature. An 

increment in sonication time was also found to have caused a decrease in particle size, an 

increase in surface area and a change in morphology. Besides affecting particle size, surface 

area and morphology, ultrasonication also aids in the delamination of 2D materials into single 

2D sheets. This ultrasonic method was employed as a precipitation assisted technique in the 

nanomaterial synthesis process[117]. The production of single-layer 2D material via 

ultrasonication was reported by Manish Chhowala and co-workers as described[118,119]. 
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Therein, a lithium intercalation strategy was employed that involved the formation of a lithium-

intercalated compound, followed by an ultrasonication process to generate 2D nanosheets. As 

described by Zhang et al. [120], in the isolation of ultra-thin MoS2 nanosheets, lithium is 

intercalated into the layered material via a galvanostatic discharge process at a current density. 

The electrolyte is then removed by washing the intercalated compound with a suitable solvent. 

After washing, the slurry is exfoliated by ultrasonication in water or ethanol and centrifuged to 

separate unexfoliated materials and collect monolayer ultra-thin 2D nanosheets. Atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) measurements showed a thickness of 1 nm in as-synthesised monolayer 

MoS2 nanosheets. Selected area electron diffraction pattern (SAED) of MoS2 showed single 

crystal hexagonal diffraction pattern that also confirmed monolayer MoS2 sheets[120]. 

Furthermore, chemical exfoliation and ultrasonication can be adopted to synthesise single or 

few-layer thick MXenes (Fig. 2.7b) through acid-assisted bulk MAX phase material exfoliation 

into multi-layered MXene, which is further separated through ultrasonication[115].  

Ball milling 

Another example of a top-down synthetic strategy is the ball-milling method. This method 

consists of tungsten carbide or silicon carbide balls and a stainless-steel mill chamber where 

the balls rotate inside. A pulling force on the material is provided by a magnet placed outside 

the mill chamber; this magnetic force increases as the chamber rotates. This method is 

inexpensive and creates uniformly fined nano powders with sizes dependent on the speed of 

rotation. An advantage of this techniques is its application on a range of materials like metal 

oxides, cellulose, polymers, catalysts etc. However, nanomaterial may have crystal defects due 

to the forces involved and may be contaminated by ball and milling additives[121]. Three types 

of ball mills exist: tumbler, planetary and vibrational (Fig. 2.8).  

 

Fig. 2.8 Representation of the different ball mill types[121] 
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The tumbler ball mill is a cylindrical vessel loaded with a limited amount of stainless steel balls 

rotating along its direction of length. The larger the diameter of the tumbler ball mill vessel, 

the more efficient the milling process. The vibrational mill has a cylindrical vessel wherein the 

sample and the balls are placed and shaken at high frequencies (direction shown in Fig. 2.8b). 

In the planetary mill, a rotating disk is used to suspend and rotate each vessel around its axis 

[121]. 

Structure, morphology, crystallinity, and thermal stability are properties of the material often 

impacted by the ball milling process. The ball milling method has been used in the synthesis 

of cellulose nano derivatives, where a morphology change was observed in microcrystalline 

cellulose[122]. Furthermore, crystallinity, thermal stability and morphology of cellulose were 

reported by Amir and co-workers, where cellulose showed a decrease in crystallinity, thermal 

stability, and a change in morphology[123].  

As a top-down strategy, wet ball milling was used with N, N- dimethylformamide (DMF) to 

exfoliate graphite to graphene sheets.  After centrifugation (post ball milling), the synthesised 

graphene sheets obtained from the supernatant were single and few-layered with a thickness 

between 0.8-1.8 nm[124]. Another example of the remarkable research on ball milling as a 

synthetic strategy in 2D materials production was reported by Zhao et al. (2015). Therein, 

MoS2-C (30 % C) nanocomposites were prepared as an anode material for lithium-ion batteries 

and showed a high discharge capacity of 720 mA h g-1 after 200 cycles at a current density of 

100 mA. In addition, the anode material showed high Coulombic efficiency and also achieved 

a reversible capacity of 428 mA h g-1 at a current density of 2000 mA h g-1. Compared to a 

MoS2-C composite (20 % C), the enhanced performance was accredited to the synergistic effect 

of carbon coating and nano crystallisation achieved in the ball milling process[125]. 

Chemical exfoliation 

Chemical exfoliation of bulk phase material occurs by either ion exchange, ion intercalation or 

application of heat. Generally, chemical exfoliation is adopted as an easier route for large scale 

production and when stronger intermolecular forces are present between the atoms in the 

material, which makes mechanical exfoliation ineffective. This can be seen in the bulk MAX 

phase precursor, which possesses metallic bonds between the M element (Ti) and Al element 

(Al or Ga), and a covalent bond between the M and X element.  

Gogotsi and co-workers first reported the successful extraction of Al from Ti3AlC2 MAX phase 

to form Ti3C2 MXene in 2011[99]. Therein, a solution of hydrofluoric acid was used as the 
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etchant to selectively remove Al layers. Chemicals can selectively etch A layers without 

disrupting the M-X bonds[126]. The removal of A layers enables easier separation of MX 

layers due to weakened interactions. Three reactions occur during the etching process as shown 

in eqs. (1-3). 

Ti3AlC2 + 3HF = AlF3 + 3/2 H2 + Ti3C2                          (1) 

Ti3C2 + 2H2O = Ti3C2(OH)2 + H2                                                      (2) 

Ti3C2 + 2HF = Ti3C2F2 + H2                                            (3) 

Eq. 1 describes the addition of the etchant and removal of Al layer to produce Ti3C2 MXenes. 

Eq(s). 2 and 3 describes the subsequent terminations (OH and F groups) formed on the surface 

of 2D MXenes due to the fluorine and hydroxyl- rich aqueous environment of exfoliation 

reaction[99]. 

A mechanical vibration such as a vortex mixer can easily separate the as-etched material into 

single or few layers depending on the type of chemical etchant used. The quality of the as-

synthesised nanosheets depends on etching conditions such as nature of etchant used, the 

concentration of etchant and duration of the etching process[99,126]. 

An example is the etching of MAX precursor with lithium fluoride in hydrochloric acid 

(LiF/HCl) solution to obtain larger MXene flakes compared to smaller flakes obtained when 

anhydrous HF is used[48]. The area of application for the layered 2D material determines the 

type of etchant to be used. Electrochemical energy storage applications would prefer larger 

flakes to enhance fast charge transport between the layers[48,57]. 

On the other hand, graphene is synthesised through the modified Hummers method involving 

the initial oxidation of graphite to graphitic oxide, followed by chemical exfoliation into 

graphene oxide sheets[127]. These GO sheets are reduced by chemicals such as hydrazine 

(N2H4) or potassium hydroxide (KOH) to produce reduced graphene oxide (rGO) or graphene 

sheets as described below.  

Reduction of Graphite Oxide (GO) 

In 1958, William S. Hummers Jr., and Richard E. Offeman published an article on the 

preparation of graphitic oxide from graphite[128]. This synthetic method is famously referred 

to as the Hummers’ method. This wet-chemical method is widely used in the synthesis of 
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graphene because of its scalability, solvent compatibility and high yield, making it easily 

processed for several applications.  

Hummers’ method involves the treatment of graphite powder with a mixture of sodium nitrate 

(NaNO3), potassium permanganate (KMnO4) and sulfuric acid (H2SO4). Firstly, a mixture of 

sodium nitrate and sulfuric acid is made (generating nitric acid in-situ for safe handling). 

Graphite is added to the mix, where sulfuric acid molecules diffuse between graphitic layers 

and expand the layers during the process. This is followed by introducing the oxidising agent 

(KMnO4) in small amounts (to control the temperature of the reaction). The oxidation step 

introduces defects in the form of holes in the graphene structure, affecting the quality and 

subsequently the properties of the material[128]. Over the years, modifications to the 

Hummers’ method have been made to replace sodium nitrate, thus eliminating the production 

of toxic nitric gas[129]. 

After the synthesis of GO, the surface of GO is treated with a reducing agent to eliminate 

oxygen functionalities created during the oxidation step. This reduction process can be used to 

functionalise graphene (e.g. heteroatom doping of the graphene structure) if desired by using 

reducing agents such as hydrazine[130]. Otherwise, reducing agents with carbon, hydrogen 

and oxygen compositions (e.g. ascorbic acid) can be used to avoid undesired doping[131]. 

After the reduction step, the as-synthesised graphene material is referred to as reduced-

graphene oxide (rGO). Fig. 2.9a below shows the chemical structures of graphene, GO and 

rGO, and Fig. 2.9b shows the schematic illustration of the chemical reduction process of 

graphite to rGO. 

 

Fig. 2.9 (a) Chemical structures of graphene, GO and rGO (b) Schematic showing rGO 

synthesis route from graphite[132] 
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2.3.2. Bottom-up Synthesis 

This involves synthesising nanoscale materials from constituent atoms or molecules that react, 

nucleate, and grow into complex structures. This method offers an advantage of mass 

production and high yield over previously stated exfoliation methods. In addition, exfoliated 

methods as described above are only suitable for layered bulk precursors. An example of the 

bottom-up synthesis includes the wet chemical strategy, microwave-assisted strategy, 

topochemical transformation and chemical vapour deposition (CVD)[115]. Each of these has 

its respective synthesis routes for preparing certain 2D materials like graphene, MoS2, 

nanocomposites, etc.  

Wet chemical strategy 

Due to the low cost and high yield of this method, it is favourable for the synthesis of various 

2D materials. This strategy includes hydro/solvothermal synthesis and template synthesis 

techniques.  The former will be discussed later in this chapter.  

Template synthesis 

Template synthesis involves adjusting the morphology of a template by growing crystals of 

specific sizes, followed by removing the template via temperature or pH adjustments[115]. 

Quantum dots (0D), nanowires (1D), and non-layered 2D materials such as α–Fe2O3 

semiconductor nanosheets can be synthesised using this method of bottom-up synthesis 

(illustrated in Fig. 2.10).  

 

Fig. 2.10 Template synthesis schematic of α–Fe
2
O

3
 nanosheets as a bottom-up synthesis 

approach[115] 
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Microwave-assisted synthesis 

This method is often used to promote chemical reactions. It involves treating the starting 

materials under microwave irradiation. The reaction is performed in a microwave reactor at a 

set operating power for a short period of time (typically for a few minutes). The product is 

collected, centrifuged, washed with water and ethanol, and dried to obtain ultrathin 

nanomaterials. Zhou and co-workers explored a large scale synthesis of ultrathin α- Ni(OH)2 

through a microwave-assisted liquid phase growth[133]. The as-synthesized Ni(OH)2 

nanosheets had a thickness of less than 2 nm, and showed enhanced electrochemical 

performance with a specific capacitance of 4173 F g-1 at a current density of 1 A g-1. Hasanpoor 

and co-workers also reported the effects of changing reaction time, type of precursor and 

irradiation power in the microwave-assisted synthesis of ZnO nanoparticles. As these operation 

parameters were varied, a change in morphology and particle size of ZnO nanoparticles were 

observed[134].  

Topochemical transformation 

Exfoliation and chemical methods offer better processing and higher yields. However, 

exfoliation is limited to layered compounds with Van der Waals interactions. The topochemical 

strategy involves the structural modification of a host material by introducing guest species 

into the host material structure [135]. This is observed in the acid-assisted exfoliation of MAX 

phase precursors to MXenes[18,48,102,136]. In addition, the delamination process of multi-

layered MXenes to single or few-layered MXenes via the insertion of guest organic molecules 

(e.g., Urea, DMSO) is a topochemical transformation strategy employed in 2D material 

research. Different guest molecules make different structural modifications to the delaminated 

MXenes by changing the c-lattice parameter (c-LP) from 19.5 Å to 25.5 Å after insertion of 

hydrazine[135]. 

Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) 

As the name implies, this technique involves vaporising the material precursor and introducing 

it along with a carrier gas into a tube furnace (Fig. 2.11). The material is deposited on the 

substrate that is placed inside the tube furnace. CVD process produces highly pure 2D 

nanomaterials with controllable thickness, morphology and crystallinity by tuning the reaction 

process parameters[115]. These parameters include precursor type, reaction temperature, 

substrate type and pressure[137]. 
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During the CVD process, thermal decomposition, chemical synthesis, and chemical transport 

of precursor are the reactions occurring. As a result, a gaseous precursor provides control on 

the number of molecules involved by tuning its flow rate and partial pressure. This can be 

observed in the CVD process of graphene, where CH4 and H2 are used as the gaseous precursors 

to control the flow rate of precursors and concurrently control graphene's size, structure, and 

morphology. CVD can also be explored as a strategy in the functionalisation of these 2D 

materials. For example, introducing another gaseous phase, such as NH3 in the CVD process 

will produce nitrogen-doped graphene[138]. 

 

Fig. 2.11 Schematic of CVD process showing the parts of the chamber[139] 

Despite the numerous advantages offered by the CVD process, it is hindered by the high 

temperature and vacuum requirements and specific substrate use[115]. 

Chemical Vapor Deposition of Graphene (CVD) 

This method involves the vapour phase deposition of a hydrocarbon source on a metal substrate 

at a high temperature of (1000 °C) under an inert atmosphere[137]. In 1966, CVD on metal 

substrates was first reported in the growth of graphite films on Ni substrate[140]. Later in 1992, 

the CVD deposition of a single layer of graphite on Pt substrate was reported[141]. After the 

isolation of graphene in 2004, CVD has been extensively researched for growing single-layer 

graphene[142,143]. This method provides a scalable and controllable strategy to grow single 

or few-layered graphene. In a typical CVD-graphene process (Fig. 2.12), the gaseous 

hydrocarbon precursor (methane) and carrier gas (hydrogen) are injected into the furnace 

through the gas inlet channel (step 1) and migrate towards the substrate (steps 2-4), where they 

react in the vapour phase or on the surface of the metal substrate (Ni, Cu), where it is deposited 

as a continuous film of graphene. CVD-graphene is synthesised in two steps; pyrolytic 
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decomposition of precursor to form disassociated carbon atoms and creation of carbon structure 

from the disassociated carbon (steps 5-7). These two steps require very high levels of heat, and 

as a result, metal catalysts such as Cu or Ni must be used to reduce the reaction temperature to 

about 1000 °C. During the process of deposition, by-products (step 8) are also formed which 

are removed from the furnace through the exhaust outlet channel (step 9). 

 

Fig. 2.12 Schematic showing the CVD of graphene films on a metal substrate using methane 

and hydrogen as hydrocarbon precursor and carrier gas respectively[144] 

Ni-assisted[145] and Cu-assisted[146] CVD methods have been reported. However, Cu-

assisted CVD generates single layer and defect-free graphene sheets with no substrate 

boundaries[146]. Sajjad et al. (2014) observed the grain growth of graphene under low-pressure 

CVD at different hydrogen flow rates. Therein, it was observed that the nucleation and growth 

of graphene at higher hydrogen flow reduced defects and impurities in the CVD grown 

graphene films[143]. Another reported work on CVD synthesised graphene is the direct 

transfer of as-synthesised graphene through CVD to different polymer substrates (polystyrene, 

polyethene) by applying heat and pressure[147]. 

Despite the high quality of graphene produced through CVD, it is challenged by the formation 

of toxic by-products and substrate boundaries. The former raises an environmental concern, 

while the latter makes it difficult to transfer deposited graphene onto the required substrate. In 

addition to this, some metal catalysts such as Ni react with the carbon phase at high 

temperatures, thereby generating unwanted defects in the material and impurities in the form 

of carbides. This metallic surface interaction with carbon makes scaling up the CVD method 

not feasible to produce graphene for numerous applications. 
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Other wet chemical methods 

Graphite is naturally abundant. As a result, a wet chemical strategy could be potentially feasible 

for the large-scale synthesis of graphene. Wet chemical strategy involves the conversion of 

graphite into an intermediate compound via chemical treatment, followed by the isolation of 

graphene precursor from the intermediate using other chemical or/and physical methods such 

as sonication, heating, or microwave irradiation.  

Liquid phase exfoliation (LPE) 

In the LPE process (Fig. 2.13), graphite is dispersed in a suitable solvent to exfoliate individual 

layers. The immersion of graphite in the solvent contributes to the weakening of the Van der 

Waals forces existing between the graphene layers. Graphene has a surface energy of 46.7 mN 

m-1 that makes solvents such as N-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP), N, N’-dimethylformamide 

(DMF) with surface energies of 40 mN m-1 and 37.1 mN m-1 respectively suitable for 

exfoliation of graphite due to the reduction in interfacial tension between the solvent and 

graphene layer[148]. In 2008, Yenny and co-workers successfully exfoliated graphite in NMP 

for the first time[149]. The graphene sheets were fabricated to a thin sheet and showed a high 

conductivity of 6500 S m-1. Despite the success of the LPE process, the yield of graphene 

obtained is very low (1 %) at a concentration of 0.01 mg ml-1. Higher concentrations of 0.3 mg 

mL-1, 0.1 mg mL-1 and 0.5 mg mL-1 were achievable when graphite is dispersed in ortho-

dichlorobenzene (o-DCB)[150], pentafluorobenzonitrile[151] and benzylamine[152]. 

However, the flake size obtained was relatively small (<3 µm). 

 

Fig. 2.13 Schematic of LPE process of graphite to produce graphene dispersions through 

weakening of Van der Waals interactions between graphene layers[153] 

These organic solvents, such as NMP, is toxic and raise environmental concerns. Water is a 

green solvent because it is non-toxic and can be used in thin films fabrication. However, due 
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to the hydrophobic nature of graphene, its dispersibility in water is not attainable, exfoliation 

of graphene in water is not feasible. The introduction of ionic surfactants can temporarily aid 

the suspension of graphene sheets in water. Such surfactants include 4-dodecylbenzene 

sulfonic acid (SDBS)[151] and sodium cholate[154], which have been reported to exfoliate 

graphite in water successfully. 

Another example of liquid-phase exfoliation is the post-etching process of MXenes. Through 

a solvent-assisted delamination technique, multi-layered MXenes are separated into fewer 

layered MXene sheets. Such solvents include dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), N, N-

dimethylformamide (DMF), N-methyl pyrrolidinone (NMP) and isopropyl amine[155].  

However, many of these solvents contain nitrogen and sulfur heteroatoms, producing NOx and 

SOx compounds, respectively, when disposed of by incineration. In compliance with one of the 

principles of green chemistry involving the design of safer chemicals, developing solvents with 

high functionality and low environmental footprint is essential for green energy storage 

applications[156]. That is, chemicals should not only provide their functionality but should 

also be non-toxic.  

Cyrene is a bio-based polar aprotic solvent obtained from biomass via two steps (Fig. 2.14): (i) 

heat-assisted conversion of cellulose to levoglucosenone in the presence of an acid catalyst, 

and (ii) catalytic reduction of levoglucosenone to dihydrolevoglucosenone ( cyrene)[156]. 

 

 

Fig. 2.14 Schematic of  cyrene synthesis from biomass[157] 

The interaction between solvent and solute is significant as solvents serve to dissolve 

chemicals. According to their dielectric constants, solvents are generally classified as polar or 

non-polar, and polar solvents are further classified into polar-protic and polar-aprotic solvents. 

Polar-protic solvents have dissociable hydrogen atoms, which distinguish them from its 

counterpart.  
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To determine a solvent’s alternative, it is important to know the Hansen solubility parameters 

(HSP). HSP was developed by Charles M. Hansen as a way of predicting if a material will 

dissolve in another to form a solution. The Hansen space is a three-dimensional (x,y,z) 

representation that indicates the dispersion (δD), polarity (δp) and hydrogen bonding (δH) 

interactions of a solvent[156]. Neighbouring solvents in the Hansen space exhibit similar 

solubility properties, such as  cyrene and NMP (Table 1), and as such are predicted to behave 

similarly.  Considering this and other exciting properties of  cyrene, it would be beneficial to 

explore  cyrene as a substitute to NMP, DMF, and other toxic solvents used as intercalating 

agents in the delamination of MXenes.  

Table 1: Hansen space parameters showing similar solubility properties of  cyrene and 

NMP[156] 

Hansen space 

parameters 

Cyrene DMSO NMP 

δD 18.8 18.4 18.0 

δp 10.6 16.4 12.3 

δH 6.9 10.2 7.2 

 

2.4. Hydrothermal Synthesis 

Hydrothermal synthesis is a technique that has been exploited enormously over the years in 

producing various nanomaterials such as metal oxides, zeolites, ceramics, and 

nanocomposites[158]. Compared to traditional synthetic methods, hydrothermal synthesis 

methods do not involve very high-temperature operations, limiting chemical flexibility and 

control of the shape and size of particles[159]. Hydrothermal processes have produced 2D 

materials such as graphene, Molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), MnO2 and TiO2. These 

hydrothermal methods of inorganic material synthesis include (i) batch and (ii) continuous 

hydrothermal flow synthesis. 
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2.4.1. Batch Hydrothermal Synthesis (BHS) 

Several methods are used to produce inorganic nanomaterials, as highlighted in the table 

below.  

Table 2: Comparison of synthetic methods to produce inorganic nanomaterials [160] 

 Solid-state 

reactions 

Coprecipitation Sol-gel Hydrothermal 

Cost Low – Moderate Moderate High High 

Composition 

control 

Poor Good Excellent Good- Excellent 

Morphology 

control 

Poor Moderate Moderate Good 

Purity (%) <99.5 >99.5 >99.99 >99.5 

Heat treatment Yes Yes Yes No 

Milling step Yes Yes Yes No 

 

Batch hydrothermal synthesis (BHS) is not a new development as it has been in operation for 

several years. A typical batch hydrothermal reactor schematic is shown below (Fig. 2.15). It 

involves heating up precursors at elevated pressures in a sealed vessel at the required reaction 

temperature[161]. This reaction time determines the extent of nucleation and the sizes of 

particles formed at the end of the process. In a batch hydrothermal reactor, the precursors build 

up and reach a threshold level of supersaturation, then nucleation occurs. Dunne and co-

workers [29] described that during the formation of the particles, there is a drop in the degree 

of supersaturation, and nucleation terminates when the rate of precursor input is less than the 

nucleation rate. Growth of particles is observed in a batch hydrothermal process due to the 

continuous growth of nucleated particles in the reactor, which attributes to the precursors' slow 

heating rate. The slowly-heated precursors are maintained above the critical nucleation 

threshold, enhancing continuous nucleation and simultaneous particle growth[159]. The 

distribution of particle sizes produced through this processing route is broad. In batch 

hydrothermal synthesis, a longer reaction time results in the growth of already formed nuclei. 

This is termed focusing of particle size, highlighting the faster growth of smaller particles than 

larger ones coupled with the formation of larger particles at the expense of smaller ones as 
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suggested by Ostwald ripening and coalescence[159]. This results in the narrowing of the 

particle size distribution—however, the particle size increases.  

 

Fig. 2.15: Schematic illustration of a typical hydrothermal batch reactor[162] 

2.4.2. Continuous Hydrothermal Synthesis (CHFS) 

With a growing interest in green processes and nanotechnology, more sustainable synthetic 

routes are required in the production of nanomaterials for vast applications. Most of the 

reported literature on the synthesis of nanomaterials is based on batch or multi-step processes, 

which are often time-consuming and involve the use of toxic precursors. 

In recent years, the use of a rapid, continuous, controllable, and environmentally friendly 

method of nanomaterial synthesis have been reported. This method is green as it involves the 

use of water (instead of organic solvents) and water-based precursors.  

CHFS has been explored by several researchers in the engineering of nanomaterials for 

different applications. As mentioned, Kellici et al. (2014) synthesised reduced graphene oxide 

through CHFS by using aqueous KOH as an auxiliary precursor feed to replace hydrazine[163]. 

The CHFS- functionalised 2D reduced graphene oxide showed high antibacterial activities. 

Therein, CHFS showed a green, faster and economical synthetic means of graphene production 

with controllability over oxygen functionalities and particle size by controlling the reaction's 

temperature, pressure, and flow rates. Similarly, through CHFS, nitrogen-doped carbon 

quantum dots with an average particle size of 3.3 ± 0.7 nm were synthesised by Kellici et al. 

(2020) from aqueous citric acid and ammonia solutions. The N-doped carbon dots showed high 

selectivity and sensitivity for detecting highly toxic chromium (VI) ions[164]. Evans et al. 

synthesised vanadium dioxide-carbon nanotube (VO2-CNT) nanocomposites via CHFS with 

dispersions of carbon nanotubes in an aqueous metal salt solution[165]. The synthesised VO2-
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CNT nanocomposites showed high sensitivity to water vapour and ammonia gas. Another 

example is the conversion of 2D graphene sheets into 0D graphene quantum dots through 

continuous hydrothermal flow synthesis (CHFS) and a particle sizing agent as described[166]. 

Kellici and co-workers also demonstrated a single rapid method of synthesising Ag-graphene 

nanocomposites with excellent antibacterial properties through combination with sulfonated 

calixarenes[167] . In their work, surface-functionalised reduced graphene oxide (rGO) through 

continuous hydrothermal flow method provides a support for Ag nanoparticles to prevent 

aggregation and also enhances bacteria adsorption due to negatively charged rGO surface. The 

Ag nanoparticles are stabilized by a class of macrocyclic compounds called calixarenes[167]. 

The nanocomposites showed high activity against E. coli (Gram-negative) and S. aureus 

(Gram-positive) bacteria and in selected cases the materials were reported to outperform 

traditional antibiotics. 

Ceria-zirconia oxide/graphene nanocomposites were prepared via CHFS as a catalyst for the 

synthesis of dimethyl carbonate (DMC) from methanol and carbon dioxide[168]. In this work, 

graphene served as a substrate for growing ceria and zirconia oxide on its surface. The process 

modifies the surface of graphene and lowers its oxidation, resulting in the production of highly 

crystalline nanostructures. The synthesised ceria-zirconia oxide/graphene nanocomposites 

produced a 58.0 % methanol conversion to generate a 33.0 % yield of DMC[168]. This method 

produced 82.4 % conversion of propylene carbonate (PC) and a DMC yield of 78.2 %[168]. 

Tin doped zirconia (Zr–Sn–O) and tin doped zirconia/graphene nanocomposite (Zr–Sn/GO) 

have also been synthesised by CHFS as catalysts for the synthesis of DMC[169]. 

CHFS materials portfolio also includes the first development of directly printed graphene-

based 3D structured heterogenous catalysts utilised for an industrially relevant reaction, the 

conversion of CO2 into cyclic carbonates. Therein, 3D printed structures of CHFS synthesized  

graphene-based CeZrLa nanocatalyst showed improved activity with higher CO2 

conversion[170]. In addition, the nanocatalyst‘s ability to seperate from the product reduces 

materials and operating costs thereby contributing to the sustainability of the process[170]. 

This printing strategy shows great potential and fuels more pursuit towards green technology. 

Batch hydrothermal synthesis (BHS) involves a slow reaction process as compared to 

Continuous Hydrothermal Flow Synthesis (CHFS), which produces materials through a faster 

reaction time by passing water-soluble precursors through a stream of supercritical water[166]. 

This supercritical state of water is achieved through pre-heating the water supply under 
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elevated pressure. Water is a green solvent whose properties are exploited at supercritical 

conditions during the hydrothermal synthesis process of 2D materials.  At these supercritical 

conditions of 374° C and 22.4 MPa, polar water behaves like a non-polar solvent due to changes 

in its density and polarity at high temperatures[159]. Exploiting these properties of supercritical 

water, such as its reduced dielectric constant and increased dissociation to H+ and OH- (Eq. 4). 

Hydrolysis, condensation and thermal decomposition of precursors are reactions occurring at 

the supercritical water conditions[171]. For example, in the generation of metal oxide 

nanoparticles, the metal salt hydrolyses, dehydrates and precipitates under set reaction 

conditions according to Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 [159].  

 

These processes occur due to the specific physical and chemical properties of water under these 

conditions. This behaviour of water and other precursors create an environment that facilitates 

nucleation and growth of particles. CHFS synthesis of nanoparticles occurs at supercritical 

conditions (Fig. 2.16a) where the reaction rate increases due to a decrease in the dielectric 

constant (Fig. 2.16b) of supercritical water[172].  

 

Fig. 2.16 (a) Phase diagram of water showing the supercritical region and (b) trend in the 

selected properties of supercritical water[159] 
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Fine particles, metal oxides and single crystals can be synthesised in CHFS by processing in 

near-critical or supercritical water conditions by controlling the density, viscosity and dielectric 

constant of the reaction medium through independent control over reaction parameters as 

temperature and pressure[163]. The reaction time is the time taken for nanoparticles to form, 

which determines the extent of nucleation and the sizes of particles formed at the end of the 

process. This hands-on approach of CHFS process offers the ease to tune the particle size, 

morphology, and crystal structure of as-synthesised materials. Controllable variables in a 

CHFS process includes reaction temperature and pressure, precursor type (acetate, nitrates) and 

flow rates, pH and concentration of inflow precursors, that simultaneously determine the 

properties of nanoparticles being formed (e.g. morphology, crystallinity, particle size and 

surface area)[173]. 

CHFS is an advantageous methodology over batch synthesis. It provides a rapid (fraction of 

second) reaction time, green (water-based), low cost, scalable, efficient, continuous, and 

reproducible synthesis procedure. In a simplified schematic shown below (Fig. 2.17), the 

CHFS process involves delivering a flow of heated water above its boiling point under pressure 

to a mixed flow of water-soluble metal precursor(s), resulting in the nucleation and growth of 

nanoparticles at the reaction zone. Following this nanoparticle formation process, a heat 

exchange process takes place, where a flow of unheated water cools the nanoparticles. The end 

products of the process are collected as a dispersion of nanoparticles in water. 

 

 

Fig. 2.17 A simplified schematic showing the components of the CHFS reactor used in the 

synthesis of nanomaterials. 
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In a continuous hydrothermal flow system, there is improved control of reaction temperature, 

pressure, residence time, precursor concentration and pH, as well as the heating rate of 

precursors[159,163,174,175]. In the CHFS reactor, there are three feeds delivering precursors 

into the reactor that meet at the mixing point (Reactor in Fig. 2.17). The first is a water feed 

F1 which delivers water, pre-heated under set reaction temperature and pressure into the 

mixing point. The second feed F2 meets at a T- junction with the third feed precursor (Fig. 

2.17) before delivering its precursors (e.g., aqueous metal salt, graphene oxide etc.) to the 

mixing point. The third feed, F3 is called the auxiliary feed, which supplies other required 

precursors, e.g., surface stabilizers, alkaline solution etc.) to the mixing point. The resulting 

pressurized streams of precursors at the mixing point of the reactor are heated up rapidly with 

subsequent reactions occurring. The temperature of the mixing point, pressure and flow rates 

can be controlled, which highlights one of the advantages of the continuous hydrothermal flow 

process[163]. After the resulting reaction, the solution leaves the mixing point at the required 

residence time, which depends on the flow rate of the feeds and tubing’s diameter of the mixing 

point. A stream of cold water cools the solution from the cooler at the base of the mixing point. 

The pressure of the reactor system is controlled by the back-pressure regulator (BPR), and the 

particles are collected from the outlet tubing of the BPR [176]. The particles are washed, 

separated by centrifugation, and freeze-dried to obtain solid nanocrystals which are collected 

for analysis. 

2.4.3. Advantages of CHFS over BHS 

Batch hydrothermal synthesis (BHS) involves a slow reaction process (several hours or days) 

as compared to Continuous Hydrothermal Flow Synthesis (CHFS), which produces materials 

through a faster reaction time by passing water-soluble precursors through a stream of 

supercritical water[166]. 

CHFS reaction times are in the order of seconds or fractions of a second. Indeed, the time from 

precursor to recovered nanomaterial (at the exit of the process) is typically in the order of a 

couple of minutes. This reaction time determines the extent of nucleation and the sizes of 

particles formed at the end of the process. Moreover, the reaction temperature when the two 

flows are mixed is typically in the range of 300–380 °C, compared to typically less than 250 

°C for batch hydrothermal. 
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In addition, CHFS offers a chemical environment to functionalise materials through doping 

with atoms such as nitrogen, sulphur etc. [12]. Doping is a means of functionalising 2D 

materials for improved intrinsic properties. This doping process involves introducing a metal 

or non-metal into the material's crystal structure to enhance material performance for various 

applications. Doping via CHFS is carried out by delivering a supplementary feed of an aqueous 

dopant solution into the reactor to meet with supercritical water at set reaction conditions. Thus, 

CHFS synthesis/functionalisation occurs at supercritical conditions where the reaction rate 

increases due to a decrease in the dielectric constant of supercritical water[172]. Fine particles, 

metal oxides and single crystals can be synthesised in CHFS by processing in near-critical or 

supercritical water conditions by controlling the density, viscosity and dielectric constant of 

the reaction medium through independent control over reaction parameters as flow rates, 

temperature and pressure[163]. Through this means, there is easy to tune the particle size, 

morphology, and crystal structure of as-synthesised materials (unlike BHS, where larger 

particle sizes are obtained). Furthermore, the CHFS technology has further shown its green 

nature in the synthesis of nanomaterials by replacing organic solvents and compounds requiring 

energy-intense processing and generating higher emissions with water as a solvent resulting in 

lower emissions in raw materials and post-processing techniques[177]. Kellici et al. (2018) 

performed an LCA analysis in the CHFS of GQDs using SimaPro (8.3.0.0) software with 

Ecoinvent 3 Life Cycle Inventory database. Conclusions from this LCA analysis showed that 

CHFS generates less than 50 % environmental impact than the batch hydrothermal method in 

terms of human toxicity, ionising radiation and particulate matter[175]. 

Hence, CHFS provides numerous advantages over batch hydrothermal via providing a rapid 

(nanomaterials generated in a few seconds), green (utilises water rather than toxic precursors), 

low cost, the scalable, efficient, continuous, and reproducible procedure of synthesising high 

surface area and highly crystalline nanomaterials (Fig. 2.18). 
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Fig. 2.18. Advantages of CHFS approach in material synthesis and the properties of the 

materials that it offers[12] 

2.5. Energy Storage Devices 

They play a role in storing electric energy when needed and releasing this electric energy when 

required. Energy storage devices (ESD) store energy in various forms such as chemical, 

electrochemical, kinetic, thermal, and electromagnetic[178]. 

2.5.1. Basic Parameters 

2.5.1.1. Capacitance 

Generally, capacitance is a parameter used to measure a material's ability to store electric 

charges. The theoretical capacity (C) is often calculated from Eq. 7, and it is dependent on the 

number of charges transferred as voltage (V) is applied across the plates. Current is a flow of 

electrons which depends on the amount of charge transferred per unit time (Eq. 8). By 

substituting Eq. 8 into Eq. 7 and introducing the mass of the electrode (m), the specific 

capacitance can be calculated from the amount of charge transferred per unit mass of the 

electrode (Eq. 9) in F g-1. Similarly, the specific surface area of the electrode (s) can be 

introduced into Eq. 7 to obtain the specific capacitance of the electrode in F cm-2, as shown in 

Eq. 9. 
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where, Q = charge (C), Cs = specific capacitance (F g-1 or F cm-2), I = charge-discharge 

current (A), m = mass of active electrode material (g), s = specific surface area of active 

electrode material (cm2), ∆V = potential window (v) and ∆t = discharge time (s). 

The capacitance of a capacitor is a measure of how much electric charge can be stored across 

the plates of a capacitor (Eq. 10). This value increases as the area of the plates increases, and 

the distance  value of capacitance due to thin EDL as compared to larger dielectric in 

capacitors[179].  

 

Where C is the capacitance (F),  is the dielectric constant (F m-1) of the medium which is the 

product of the relative permittivity of vacuum (ɛo) and relative permittivity of the dielectric 

material (ɛr), A is the area of the plates (m2) and d is the separation of the plates (m)[179,180].  

2.5.1.2. Energy and Power Densities 

Specific terminologies describe the process of storage and release of electric energy. These 

energy and power densities characterise the energy storage device[4]. Energy density measures 

the amount of electric energy per unit volume or unit weight an ESD can store[4].On the other 

hand, power density is the device's rate to deliver the energy stored per unit volume or 

weight[4]. The energy (Eq. 11) and power densities (Eq. 12) are calculated from the equations 

below:  
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2.5.1.3. Cycle Life 

The life cycle of the ESD is the number of times (referred to as cycles) that the device can be 

charged and discharged before it reaches a stage where it no longer can store and deliver electric 

energy efficiently[4]. 

 All these properties (life cycle, energy, and power densities) define the extent of performance 

of an energy storage device and the type of application requirement it can be implemented. 

2.5.2. Electrochemical Storage 

Electrochemical energy storage devices (EESD) are classified into batteries and 

electrochemical capacitors. The former stores energy as chemical reactants, while the latter 

stores energy as charge[178]. For this reason, batteries and electrochemical capacitors exhibit 

different lifecycle, energy, and power densities, making them applicable in various energy and 

power requirement operations.  

In 1800, Alessandro Volta reported the first battery, which consisted of zinc and copper 

electrodes, a paper separator and a NaCl electrolyte[181]. Several significant developments 

followed this, including the lead-acid battery by Gaston Planté[182], nickel-cadmium 

battery[183], alkaline battery[184], cathodic LiCoO2[185,186] and anodic graphite 

battery[187], and the more recent lithium-ion batteries[188], which has transformed electronic 

devices and electric vehicles. Supercapacitors, on the other hand, was the first patent in 1957 

by H. Becker of General Electric and consisted of stainless steel electrodes in a sulfuric acid 

electrolyte[189]. This discovery paved the way for further innovation in supercapacitors and 

understanding their storage mechanism. 

2.5.2.1. Batteries 

Batteries play an important role in electrical energy storage.  A battery is an electrochemical 

cell that converts chemical energy to electrical energy[178]. In a battery system, the chemical 

energy is the storage medium, converted to electrical energy as an electric current at a specific 

voltage during discharge. 
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The components of a battery include the positive electrode, the negative electrode, and the 

electrolyte. The cell reaction involves the active material in the electrodes and sometimes in 

the electrolyte (e.g., lead-acid batteries), thereby generating electrons in one electrode and 

absorbed by the other electrode. This flow of electrons is referred to as the current produced 

by the battery. Eq(s). 13 & 14 are reactions occurring at the negative and positive electrodes 

during the battery discharge process. The negative electrode is oxidised and releases electrons, 

while the positive electrode is reduced and gains electrons. The overall cell reaction is 

represented by Eq. 15.  

A battery is classified as primary (non-rechargeable) and secondary (rechargeable) batteries. 

These reactions (Eq. 13 & Eq. 14) occurring at the electrodes are typical in a non-rechargeable 

battery. However, when a rechargeable battery is charged, these processes are reversed, and an 

amount of energy must be supplied to the cell (Eq. 15). 

 

Sakai and Amano (2013) reported that the lead-acid battery provides excellent power output 

performance in low and high-temperature environments[190]. However, limitations such as 

low power production, slow charge-discharge rates and poor cyclic stability raise concerns 

about the need for new energy storage technologies such as metal-ion batteries and 

supercapacitors as the future of energy storage devices. Metal-ion batteries include Na+, Li+, 

Mg2+, Ca2+, Zn2+ and Al3+ ion batteries. These monovalent and multivalent metal cations 

shuffle back and forth between the positive and negative electrodes during charge and 

discharge processes. They are inserted and removed from the host electrode material.  

Energy Storage Mechanisms in Batteries 

In a lithium-ion battery for example, the positive and negative electrodes are soaked in an 

electrolyte containing dissociated salts and separated by a micro-porous membrane. The charge 

and discharge processes in a lithium-ion battery involve reversible intercalation/de-

intercalation of lithium ions into/from the host electrode material. During the charging process, 
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Li+ is extracted from the cathode (lithium metal oxides) and intercalated into the anode 

(carbonaceous materials)[191]. The process is reversed during discharge, as shown in Fig. 2.19. 

 

 

Fig. 2.19. Schematic of Lithium-ion battery charge storage mechanism showing 

intercalation/de-intercalation of Li+ ions during  charge and discharge processes[192] 

 

2.5.2.2. Capacitors and Supercapacitors 

A capacitor consists of two metallic electrodes separated by a dielectric medium (Fig. 2.20). 

Potential energy is stored in a capacitor in the form of an electric field and released to the circuit 

as electrical energy. Dielectric used in capacitors include ceramics, polymer films or 

aluminium oxide. Compared to batteries, capacitors have lower energy densities but faster 

charge and discharge rates as they store energy directly onto the plates[179].  
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Fig. 2.20. Schematic showing storage mechanism in capacitors through charge storage across 

parallel plates. 

Electrochemical capacitors or supercapacitors are distinct from capacitors in that the dielectric 

present in capacitors are replaced by an electric double layer (EDL) (Fig. 2.21)[180]. In 

supercapacitors, the electrode materials are soaked in an electrolyte and are separated by the 

EDL, which is much thinner than the dielectric found in capacitors. Supercapacitors are 

classified based on their charge storage mechanism; electric double-layer capacitors (EDLC) 

and pseudocapacitors. In EDLC, charge storage occurs at the electrode-electrolyte interface of 

high surface area carbon-based materials. During charging, a potential is applied. The electric 

field strength increases, generating an electric field within the cell, which causes hydrated 

counter ions to move from the aqueous electrolyte and adsorb between the electrode-electrolyte 

interface (Fig. 2.21), forming an electric double layer. Electrode materials used in EDLC are 

commonly carbon-based materials such as activated carbon, carbon aerogels (CAGs), graphite, 

carbon nanotubes (CNTs), and nano-sized carbon materials like graphene [193]. The attraction 

of carbon-based materials in EDLC is due to their unique physical and chemical properties 

such as: 

 

• High surface area (>2000 m2/g) 

• Porous nature 

• Processibility into composites with other materials 

• High conductivity 
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• High temperature and corrosion resistance 

 

 

Fig. 2.21 Schematic of a supercapacitor showing the formation of an electric double 

layer[194] 

  In pseudo capacitors, charge storage involves ion intercalation fast and reversible surface or 

near-surface faradaic reactions of TMO electrodes[180]. Commonly used materials in a pseudo 

capacitor are TMOs such as RuO2, TiO2 and MnO2. These metal oxides are attractive due to 

their high specific capacitance, high operational window, and several oxidation states. A 

combination of electric double-layer capacitive and pseudocapacitive electrode materials 

contributes to improved energy and power densities[195]. An example is the combination of 

pseudocapacitive metal oxides (e.g., TiO2) with a capacitive carbon-based electrode (e.g., 

graphite, graphene, CNTs, MXenes).  

2.5.3. Electrode Materials 

Electrochemical capacitors may be distinguished in terms of the material composition of the 

electrodes, which simultaneously determines the device's storage mechanism and 

electrochemical performance. These electrode materials include carbon-based materials, 

transition metal oxides and conductive polymers. For good electrochemical performance, the 

specific surface area of the electrode material and the type of electrolyte used in the ECs are 

essential parameters to be examined. Also, controlling these material properties provides a 

promising route for developing ECs with improved electrochemical performance. 

Different forms of carbon materials (activated carbon, CNTs, multiwalled carbon nano tubes, 

graphite and graphene) exist and have been explored as electrode materials due to their surface 

area, electronic conductivity, porous nature, chemical compatibility and other mechanical 
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properties. The morphology and chemical compatibility of these carbon-based materials 

influence electrolyte permeation which promotes the formation of an electric double layer in 

EDLCs. Despite the exciting properties these carbon-based materials offer, some of these 

materials (e.g. AC) are challenged by the inability to control the pore size distribution 

efficiently, thereby affecting its energy storage capacity in EDLCs[196]. Graphene has been 

explored as a suitable alternative to other carbon-based electrode materials owing to its low 

cost, large-scale synthesis, and unique electronic properties. Several reports have been 

published on graphene-based electrodes with remarkable electrochemical 

performances[74,77,120]. 

Transition metal oxides and conducting polymers show pseudocapacitive energy storage 

mechanisms due to redox-active sites in their structures. Transition metals such as RuO2, TiO2 

and MnO2 have been reported in the literature to offer energy storage capacities. From all the 

transition metal oxides, RuO2 show the best electrochemical performance, such as a very high 

specific capacitance (1000 F g-1). However, RuO2 is limited by its high cost of 

commercialisation. RuO2 can either be replaced with other low-cost transition metal oxides 

such as TiO2 and MnO2 or combined as a nanocomposite with carbon-based materials or 

conducting polymers. Conducting polymers include polypyrrole (PPy), polyaniline (PANI) and 

the more popular poly (3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene) (PEDOT). These polymers undergo 

partial oxidation and reduction processes to generate charged species[197]. Several reports on 

conductive polymers as electrode materials have been reported with remarkable energy storage 

performances. Conductive polymers offer the advantage of good electrical conductivity, 

pseudocapacitance, flexibility, and low cost. However, they are limited by the instability of 

redox sites over multiple charges and discharge cycles, thereby reducing their storage 

capacity[198]. 

As such, the development of more environmentally sustainable electrode compositions must 

be progressive that utilise the excellent hydrophilic surface properties of MXenes in aqueous 

processing and electrode fabrication to eradicate the use of toxic organic solvents[199]. In 

addition, MXenes have high electronic conductivity (6500 S cm-1), enabling them to serve as 

an active material and a current collector[12,48]. Examples of MXenes include Ti3C2Tx, 

Ti2CTx, Ti3CNTx, Nb4C3Tx, etc. [48,99]. Reversible redox reactions occurring at the titanium 

surface (Ti) in MXenes provide a pseudo-capacitance, thereby increasing the faradaic 

performance of a MXene electrode[103]. A tapped density of 4 g cm-3 exhibited by MXenes 

reduces the electrode's mass loading compared to 2D graphene (0.4 g cm-3). A reported high 
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volumetric capacitance of up to 900 F cm-3 in MXenes attracts increasing interest in energy 

storage applications[12,48].  

Due to its natural abundance, low cost, high safety and non-toxic nature[84], TiO2 serves as an 

attractive Li-ion anode material in energy storage[200,201] and various applications such as 

photocatalysis[86,202,203] and water treatment[202,203]. TiO2 also exhibits a low volume 

expansion (<4 %) during the lithiation process, a prerequisite for long cycle life materials.  

However, challenges exist in performance, owing to the poor electrical conductivity and 

sluggish Li-ion diffusion within the material[204,205]. Utilising nano-TiO2 is a potential route 

to overcome this due to improved surface area and reduced diffusion distance for Li-ion 

transport compared to bulk materials[204]. Furthermore, combining TiO2 nanoparticles with 

highly conductive 2D materials such as MXenes can boost performance significantly while 

simultaneously eliminating the need for conventional fluorinated polymeric binders[204].      

Advanced surface modifications of 2D materials via a unique route of synthesis offer an 

advantage of distinct morphologies, improved surface area and surface functionalities. In 

addition, these modifications alter the material structure by size tuning and engineering defects 

in the material, thereby causing a change in the electronic and optoelectronic properties[39]. 

As stand-alone materials do not have enough properties to render practical functions, it is 

advantageous to combine the properties and modified functionalities of 2D MXenes and TiO2 

nanoparticles as electrode materials to enhance electrochemical performance. However, the 

current approaches in the synthesis of materials face challenges, including toxic precursors, 

non-uniformity of particle size distribution, lengthy manufacturing time, and energy costs. As 

a result, there is a need to adopt synthetic strategies that overcome these challenges by 

providing a rapid, clean and scalable material synthesis process while delivering high-

performance materials. 

2.5.3.1. Electrolytes 

Asides from the electrode material, electrolytes play a major role in the capacitive performance 

of energy storage devices. Some properties of a good electrolyte include high ionic 

conductivity, non-flammable, non-toxic and low cost. There are different types of electrolytes. 

They are classified into aqueous, organic, and ionic electrolytes. Aqueous electrolytes such as 

Na2SO4, KOH, NaOH, KNO3, LiNO3, etc. offer high ion concentration and low internal 

resistance but are limited to a low operating voltage of 1.0 V due to water splitting reaction that 

generates H2 gas at a higher voltage[206]. Organic electrolytes (lithium hexafluorophosphate 
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(LiPF6) in ethylene carbonate (EC) or dimethyl carbonate (DMC), tetraethylammonium 

tetrafluoroborate (TEABF4) in acrylonitrile (ACN)) offer a higher operation voltage (up to 3.5 

V). However, they are limited by cost, low conductivity and safety concerns[20]. Ionic 

electrolytes have a wide operation window (up to 6.0 V) good thermal and chemical stability 

that enhances the cycling performance of the ECs. Despite these properties, ionic electrolytes 

are limited by low conductivity[207].  

2.5.4. Electrochemical Capacitors vs Batteries 

The Ragone plot (Fig. 2.22) shows the characteristic performance of different energy storage 

devices by relating their energy and power densities. Electrochemical capacitors (EC) store 

potential energy in an electric field, while a battery stores its potential energy in a chemical 

form. These storage mechanisms provide ECs and batteries with low and high energy densities 

respectively. However, during discharge, the chemical process involved in converting chemical 

energy to electrical energy in batteries is slow. Hence, batteries show lower power densities 

when compared to the ECs where fast charge and discharge rates occur. ECs are employed in 

applications involving short-term energy storage, fast power delivery and regenerative braking 

(in electric vehicles). As the demand for portable electronics increases, researchers have 

focused on improving the charge-discharge times in batteries and increase the storage 

capacities in ECs. 

 

Fig. 2.22 Ragone plots for different energy storage devices showing relationship between 

energy and power densities[208] 

ECs bridge the gap between conventional capacitors and batteries by offering improved energy 

and power densities compared to their counterparts. Table 3 summarises the differences 

between ECs and batteries.  
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Table 3: Difference in properties between electrochemical capacitors and batteries 

Electrochemical Capacitors Batteries 

Low energy density High energy density 

High power density Low power density 

Long cycle life Limited cycle life 

Fast charge-discharge cycles (in seconds) Slower charge-discharge cycles (minutes to hours) 

Wider temperature operating conditions 

(-40 °C to 65°C for both charge and 

discharge) 

Narrow temperature operating conditions (0 to 45 

°C for charge and -20 °C to 60 °C for discharge) 

Low cell voltage (2.3 V – 2.8 V) Higher cell voltage (3.6 V to 3.7 V) 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

3.1. Chemicals and Materials 

Table 4: List of chemicals and materials used in this research study 

Chemical Molecular Formula Specification Supplier 

Graphene oxide GO 25 % AbalonyX 

MAX Phase Ti2AlC 

Ti3AlC2 

Maxthal 211 

 

Kanthal® 

Manganese (ii) nitrate 

hexahydrate 

Mn (NO3)2.6H2O 98 % Fischer 

Scientific 

Potassium hydroxide  KOH 85 % Sigma-Aldrich 

Hydrogen peroxide H2O2 30 % Fischer 

Scientific 

Titanium (iv) bis 

(ammonium lactato) 

dihydroxide 

[CH3CH(O)CO2NH4]2Ti(OH)2 

 

50 wt. % Sigma-Aldrich 

 

De-ionised water H2O 15MΩ  

Cyrene   Sigma-Aldrich 

Ethanol C2H6O 99.5 % Fischer 

Scientific 

Isopropanol C3H8O 99.5 % Fischer 

Scientific 

Carbon black C  Kurraray 

Activated carbon AC YP-50 Kurraray 

Ammonia NH3 32% Merck 

 

3.2. Continuous Hydrothermal Reactor 

In a continuous hydrothermal flow synthesis system, it offers control of reaction temperature, 

pressure, residence time, precursor concentration and pH, and the heating rate of precursor 

[163,171,174]. In the reactor used in this study (schematics of which is shown in Fig. 3.1), 

there are three feeds delivering precursors into the reactor that meet at the mixing point labelled 

as Reactor. The first is a water feed F1 (Gilson 307 HPLC pump fitted with 25 mL pump head) 

delivering water, pre-heated through a heater under set reaction temperature and pressure into 
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the mixing point (counter-current mixer). The second feed F2 (Gilson 305 HPLC pump fitted 

with 10 mL pump head) meets at room temperature at a T-junction with the third feed precursor 

(Fig. 3.1) before delivering its precursors (e.g., aqueous metal salt, graphene oxide etc.) to the 

mixing point. The third auxiliary feed F3 (Gilson 307 HPLC pump fitted with 10 mL pump 

head) feed supplies other required precursors (e.g., surface stabilizers, alkaline solution etc.) to 

the reactor. The formed products flow from the Reactor and her cooled down by passing 

through the cooler before they are collected. 

 

Fig. 3.1 Schematic showing the parts of a  continuous flow process reactor for rapid synthesis 

of nanomaterials [192] 

The list of water-soluble precursors and the experimental conditions used to synthesise these 

nanomaterials are summarised in Table 5. The resulting pressurized streams of precursors at 

the mixing point of the reactor are heated up rapidly, with subsequent reactions occurring. The 

temperature of the mixing point and pressure and flow rates can be tuned, highlighting one of 

the advantages of the continuous hydrothermal flow synthesis process[174]. After the resulting 

reaction, the mixture leaves the mixing point at the set residence time. The residence times 

depend on the flow rate of the feeds and the reactor volume. The reaction mixture is then passed 

through a vertical cooler at the base of the mixing point. The tubing and fittings are 1/8-inch 

316SS Swagelok, except the counter-current reactor and the cooler constructed using 1/4-inch 

fittings. The pressure of the reactor system is controlled by the back-pressure regulator (BPR), 

and the particles pass through the cooler before they are collected from the outlet tubing of the 
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BPR. The particles are washed, separated by centrifugation, and freeze-dried to obtain solid 

nanocrystals, subjected to further analysis. 

Table 5: List of as-synthesised materials through CHFS and their experimental parameters 

Synthesised 

Materials 
Precursors T (°C) P (MPa) 

Flow rates 

(mL min-1) 

(P1, P2, P3) 

MnO2 • 0.05 M Mn (NO3)2.6H2O(aq) 

• 1 M H2O2(aq) 

450 24.8 20, 5, 5 

MnO2/rGO • 0.05 M Mn (NO3)2.6H2O(aq) 

• 1 mg mL-1 GO(aq) 

• 1 M KOH(aq) 

• 1 M H2O2(aq) 

450 24.8 20, 5, 5 

N-TiO2 • 0.2 M 

[CH3CH(O-)CO2NH4]2Ti (OH)2(aq) 

• 0.5 M 32% NH3(aq) solution 

450 24.8 20, 5, 10 

N-TiO2/rGO • 0.2 M 

[CH3CH(O-)CO2NH4]2Ti (OH)2(aq) 

• 2 mg mL-1 GO(aq) 

• 0.5 M NH3(aq) 

 

450 24.8 20, 5, 10 

N-Ti2C • 2 mg mL-1 DMSO 

delaminated Ti2C(aq) 

• 0.5M 32% NH3(aq) 

350-450 24.8 20, 5, 5 

N-Ti3C2-TiO2 • 2 mg mL-1  cyrene 

delaminated Ti2C(aq) 

• 0.5 M 32% NH3(aq) 

350 24.8 20, 5, 5 

 

3.3. CHFS of Materials 

3.3.1. CHFS of TiO2 and its Nanocomposites 

TiO2 and its nanocomposites were synthesised via the CHFS process using the respective 

precursors in Table 5. The precursors were prepared as aqueous solutions and delivered into 

the reactor at a flow rate of 20 mL min-1, 10 mL min-1 and 10 mL min-1
 in pumps F1, F2 and 
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F3, respectively. The hands-on approach of CHFS enabled the control of experimental 

conditions, such that a temperature of 450 °C and a pressure of 24.8 MPa were used for the 

reaction. The as-synthesised materials were collected, centrifuged, washed with DI water and 

freeze-dried to obtain solids. The dried solids were examined via different analytical 

techniques. 

3.3.2. Synthesis of N-doped TiO2 Composites 

Using ammonia as a nitrogen source, doping was employed as a functionalisation strategy to 

potentially enhance the electrochemical properties of TiO2 composites. To do this, DI water 

was pumped via F1 and an aqueous mixture of TiO2 and graphene precursors in respective 

samples delivered via F2, and an aqueous solution of ammonia through the auxiliary feed F3, 

into the reactor with the flow rates in F1, F2 and F3 adjusted to 20 ml min-1, 5 ml min-1 and 10 

ml min-1 respectively. All synthesised materials were collected, washed with DI water, 

centrifuged, and freeze-dried to collect solid samples. The collected dried samples were 

characterised and analysed prior to running an electrochemical test. 

3.3.3. CHFS of MnO2 on the Surface of reduced Graphene Oxide nanosheets 

Using a flow reactor design discussed earlier, CHFS experiments were conducted to synthesise 

MnO2/Graphene nanoparticles. The system consists of pumps F1, F2 and F3 as labelled in Fig. 

3.1 above, delivering aqueous mixtures of de-ionised (DI) water in F1, pre-mixed manganese 

(IV) nitrate, H2O2 and GO solution in F2, and KOH in F3 at a flow rate of 20 mL min-1, 5 mL 

min-1 and 5 mL min-1 in pumps F1, F2 and F3 respectively. In a typical experiment, Mn (NO3)2 

(0.05 M) solution was prepared, and H2O2 (1 M) was added. GO (1 mg mL-1) was added to the 

resulting mixture in different volume compositions to prepare Mn (NO3)2/GO in 1:1, 1:2 and 

1:3 ratios. This aqueous mixture of Mn (NO3)2/GO/ H2O2 in P2 was pumped to meet a flow of 

KOH in F3 at a T-junction (Fig. 3.1). This mixture then meets superheated water (450 °C, 24.1 

MPa) from F1 at the mixing point R, at which point formation of products occurs continuously. 

The experimental CHFS operating conditions (temperature, pressure and flow rate) were kept 

the same for all the reactions. The reaction temperature was monitored by a K-type 

thermocouple connected to the 1/4-inch Swagelok cross union stainless steel mixing point to 

read the temperature data on a Pico log software. The resulting suspension was cooled by 

passing through a vertical cooler, and the slurry was collected from the tubing outlet of the 

back-pressure regulator (BPR). The products were centrifuged and washed several times to a 

pH of 7. The residue was freeze-dried for 24 hrs, and solid particles collected for 

characterisation were labelled as A, B, C and D for MnO2, MnO2/Gr 1:1, MnO2/Gr 1:2 and 
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MnO2/Gr 1:3 nanocomposites, respectively. In sample A, no GO was added to the Mn (NO3)2 

(0.05 M) and H2O2 (1 M) aqueous mixture. 

3.3.4. Synthesis of MXene Precursors 

 MXene was prepared following processes described in the literature by Gogotsi and co-

workers[99]. A schematic of the etching and delamination process is shown in Fig. 3.2. Ti2AlC 

MAX (Ti2AlC or Ti3AlC2) phase material (6 g) was added slowly into 20 % HF (200 mL) in a 

large flask. The resulting mixture was stirred mildly at room temperature for 24 h. Solid 

materials were obtained by vacuum filtration of the slurry and washed with DI water (2 L) until 

a pH of 6. Wet solids were collected and freeze-dried to get dried multi-layered MXene powder 

(m-MXene). m-MXene was further delaminated into fewer layers by bath sonication in (i) 

DMSO for 24 h, washed with isopropanol, and centrifuged at 3500 rpm for 20 minutes to obtain 

delaminated MXenes (d-MXenes), (ii) cyrene for 20 h, washed with isopropanol, and 

centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 2 mins to obtained cyrene-delaminated MXenes (MX-CYR) as 

detailed below. The delaminated MXenes were used as starting precursor in the CHFS 

treatment process. 

3.3.5. N-doped TiO2 -Ti3C2 and N-doped TiO2-Ti2C MXenes Nanocomposites via 

Delamination with Cyrene 

To optimise the electrochemical performance of previously synthesised NMT nanocomposites, 

the synthetic procedure was modified to improve the material properties for an improved 

energy storage function. The starting material (m-MXene) was delaminated via ultrasonication 

with a biodegradable solvent, cyrene, as the delaminating agent. m-MXene was ultrasonicated 

in cyrene for 24 h, washed with isopropanol, and centrifuged to remove multi-layered and large 

flake materials. The supernatant: containing smaller flake materials was collected and freeze-

dried to obtain dry solids for analysis.  

Preliminary work 1:  

To intercalate multilayered MXenes with cyrene, Ti2C MXene powder was suspended in 20 

ml, 40 ml and 60 ml of cyrene, and stirred continuously with a magnetic stirrer at room 

temperature. The resulting colloidal solution was placed in an ice-bath and, purged with a flow 

of argon at 0.3 bar and sonicated. Two sonication methods were used: bath (for 1h) and probe 

sonication (for 30 mins) techniques. Both bath-sonicated MXCYRbath and probe-sonicated 

MXCYRprobe MXenes were centrifuged at 3500 rpm for 2 minutes to separate the intercalated 

MXene powders from the  cyrene solvent. After decantation, the residue was washed with 
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isopropanol and further centrifuged at 9000 rpm to obtain a single flake and few-layered 

MXenes from supernatant and residue, respectively. Collected materials (MXCYR) were 

freeze-dried and stored for characterisation and further analysis. 

Preliminary work 2: 

From the SEM analysis in preliminary work 1, the synthetic strategy was optimised. This 

optimisation includes: 

• Selection of bath sonication technique (as it generated less defects), 

•  Increase volume of  cyrene solvent to 40 ml and 60 ml. 

• Increased sonication time to 24 h. 

These optimisation strategies were selected to improve the delamination process and 

investigate the oxidising effect of  cyrene in MXene. Centrifugation and washing conditions 

remained the same, and collected materials were freeze-dried and stored for characterisation 

and analysis. Different techniques were used to characterise the as-synthesised MXene samples 

to analyse its crystallinity, morphology, chemical composition, and conductivity.  

The obtained cyrene-delaminated MXenes (CYR-MX) were redispersed in DI water at a 

concentration of 2 mg mL-1 and delivered into the reactor as an aqueous precursor at a flow 

rate of 5 mg mL-1 for the synthesis of modified NMT nanocomposites. Other precursors 

introduced into the CHFS reactor includes DI water and 0.5M aqueous ammonia solution at a 

flow rate of 20 mL min-1 and 5 mL min-1, respectively. The modified NMT nanocomposites 

were fabricated into electrodes and tested for electrochemical performance via CV 

measurements. 

3.3.6. CHFS of N-doped MXene/TiO2 (NMT) Nanocomposites 

The system consists of three pumps as labelled in Fig. 3.1, delivering aqueous mixtures of de-

ionised (DI) water in F1, 2 mg mL-1 delaminated MXene solution in F2, and 0.5 M ammonia 

in F3 at a flow rate of 20 mL min-1, 5 mL min-1 and 5 mL min-1
,
 respectively. Therein, ammonia 

served as the doping source in functionalising 2D MXenes. The aqueous mixture of MXene in 

F2 was pumped to meet a flow of aqueous ammonia in F3 at a T-junction. This mixture then 

meets superheated water (T = 350 °C and 450 °C, P = 22.4 MPa) from F1 at the reactor, where 

product formation occurs continuously. Experimental CHFS operating conditions (pressure 

and flow rate) remained the same for the different temperature reactions. The reaction 

temperature was monitored by a K-type thermocouple connected to the 1/4-inch Swagelok 
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cross union stainless steel mixing point to read the temperature data on a Pico log software. 

The resulting suspension was cooled by passing through a vertical cooler, and the slurry was 

collected from the tubing outlet of the back-pressure regulator (BPR). The assembled products 

were centrifuged and washed several times to a pH of 6. The residue was freeze-dried for 24 

hrs, and solid particles were collected for characterisation. The as-synthesised materials at two 

different temperatures of 350 °C and 450 °C were labelled as NMT350 and NMT450, 

respectively. 

3.3.7. CHFS Synthesis of N-doped Cyrene delaminated Ti2C and Ti3C2 – TiO2 

nanocomposites (NMT-CYR) 

With the same experimental procedure described in section 3.3.4, delaminated MXene is 

replaced with CYR-MX as the MXene precursor supplied into the CHFS reactor. 

3.4. Equipment and Techniques 

3.4.1. Centrifugation and Freeze-Drying 

Centrifugation was performed using a Heraus Megafuge 8 centrifuge by Thermo Scientific at 

selected revolutions per minute to separate solids from the supernatant. After centrifugation, 

collected slurries were frozen with liquid nitrogen and freeze-dried using a Heto Powder Dry 

PL3000 for 24 h. After freeze-drying, the obtained dried solids were ground using an Agate 

mortar and pestle set and stored in vials in the appropriate storage conditions. 

3.4.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Scanning Electron Microscopy imaging (SEM) was employed in this research as it offers 

higher magnification and nanometre-scale resolution than a microscope, enabling three-

dimensional imaging of the sample surface. The basic principle of SEM operation involves 

ejecting a highly accelerated beam of electrons towards the sample surface. After interaction 

of these high energy primary electrons with the sample, back-scattered electrons, secondary 

electrons, and X-ray signals are generated and received by the detectors, which gives 

information about the structure, composition and topography of the sample.  Using a Zeiss 

Upra 55VP field emission gun scanning electron microscope, all images were acquired. 

For good SEM imaging, the samples are required to be electrically conductive to have a 

conductive path for the ejected electrons. As a result, non-metallic powdered samples for SEM 

imaging were prepared by sputter coating with gold to ensure conduction of the layer. Samples 

were imaged at 5kV with secondary electron imaging (SEI) to obtain images.  
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3.4.3. Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy 

Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS) analysis of samples was obtained by using X-

Max50 detector and Aztec Live Energy acquisition and analysis software. It combines a live 

electron image with live X-Ray chemical imaging to give chemical information about samples. 

3.4.4. Transmission Electron Microscopy 

For more micro-structured detailed imaging, Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

imaging of all samples was acquired for particle size determination and morphology analysis 

using a JEOL JEM-1400 microscope with an accelerating voltage of 80 kV. Samples were 

deposited on a 300-mesh holey carbon film copper grids by dispersing a small amount in 

ethanol and adding a few drops of the suspension over the TEM grids. TEM grids were dried 

in air and used for imaging. Particle size measurements were performed with ImageJ particle 

size analysis software. 

3.4.5. X-Ray Diffraction 

The crystallinity and atomic structure of the nanomaterials were determined through X-ray 

diffraction analysis. Diffraction patterns were obtained using a Bruker D8 ADVANCE X-

ray diffractometer equipped with a ceramic copper target X-ray tube. In XRD, the crystalline 

nanomaterial is bombarded with a beam of X-rays and diffracted at different angles along its 

crystal planes (h,k,l) at different angles defined by Braggs’ law (nλ = 2d sin θ). The intensities 

of the diffracted X-rays are measured and plotted against Bragg’s angle 2θ to generate a 

diffraction pattern for the crystalline nanomaterial. These diffraction patterns give 

crystallographic information about the nanomaterials and can also be used qualitatively and 

quantitatively to identify and measure the average particle sizes (using Scherer’s equation).  

3.4.6. X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed using a Thermo Fisher 

Scientific K-alpha+ spectrometer utilising a micro-focused monochromatic Al X-ray source 

operating at 72 W (6mA x 12 kV) and with the 400-micron spot mode, which averages over an 

elliptical area of approximately 400 x 600 microns.  Data was recorded at pass energies of 150 

eV for survey scans and 40 eV for a high-resolution scan with 1 eV and 0.1 eV step sizes.  The 

charge neutralisation of the sample was achieved using a combination of both low-energy 

electrons and argon ions. Data analysis was performed using CasaXPS (v2.3.24) using Scofield 

sensitivity factors and an electron escape depth dependence of -0.6 after subtraction of a 

Shirley-type background. 
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3.4.7. Raman Spectroscopy 

Raman spectroscopy measurements were performed on a Jobin Yvon Labram HR laser Raman 

microprobe equipped with a 473 nm laser to investigate samples' mineralogy and organic 

nature. 

3.4.8. Fourier-Transform Infrared Microscopy 

The molecular fingerprint of the nanomaterials was obtained as a Fourier –Transform Infrared 

(FTIR) spectra through a IR Affinity-1S Fourier transform infrared spectrophotometer 

instrument. The sample is irradiated with Infrared (IR) radiation, and subsequently measuring 

its absorbance and transmittance of the IR radiation. The resulting spectrum depicts the 

molecular fingerprint of the nanomaterial, and spectrum data is analysed using Origin Pro. 

3.4.9. Thermogravimetric Analysis 

The thermal stability and fraction of volatile components in the nanocomposites was 

determined by a Mettler Toledo TGA/DSC 3+ STAR System instrument under air with a 

heating rate of 10 °C min-1.  

3.5. Electrochemical Measurements and Techniques 

3.5.1. Electrode Fabrication 

The as-synthesised materials in this project were fabricated into electrodes using the 

following formulations:  

Table 6: Percentage composition of electrode materials 

 Active 

Material 

Carbon black Binder Solvent Sample 

label 

number 

wt % 

Composition 

75 % 20 % 5 % 

PTFE 

Ethanol 3-6 

w/v ratio 1   10 De-ionised 

water 

1, 2 & 7 

Sample ID 1= NMT350, 2= NMT450, 3= MnO2, 4= All MnO2-rGO, 5= TiO2, 6= TiO2-rGO, 7= All NMT-

CYR  

The as-prepared nanomaterials (samples 1 & 2) were prepared into slurries with the 

formulations in Table 6 using an Agate mortar and pestle. The slurry was deposited using a 
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doctor blade on Al or/and Cu foil as current collectors and dried first in the air for 24 h, and in 

a vacuum oven at 110 °C for an hour to ensure all solvents were removed.  

Other as-synthesised samples (NMT-CYR, MnO2 and TiO2 nanocomposites) were mixed with 

carbon black and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) in a ratio of 75:20:5, dispersed in ethanol, 

and further combined to form a homogenous chewing-gum like texture. With a circular punch, 

the paste was cut into electrodes with a mass loading of 70.8 mg cm-2. All electrodes were dried 

under vacuum at 80 °C for 24 h. In an argon-filled glove box, all electrodes were assembled 

into a coin cell with a Celgard separator and 1M LiPF6 in EC/DMC (1:1 v/v) electrolytes. The 

coin cell was sealed with a crimping machine and tested for electrochemical analysis.  

3.5.2. NMT Electrodes Fabrication 

The MXene/TiO2 nanocomposite was mixed with de-ionised water in a ratio of 1:10 w/v and 

stirred for 12 hrs to form a homogenous and viscous slurry. The slurry was coated onto a Cu 

foil substrate (of thickness 9 um) using a laboratory-scale doctor blade machine, without any 

binders or conductive additives. The MXene tape was air-dried for 24 h, and further vacuum-

dried at 110 °C for 60 minutes to ensure all water was removed. Samples were cut out with a 

circular punch to an area of 0.2 cm2 and an average mass loading of 2.6 mg cm-2. 

3.5.4. Cyclic Voltammetry 

Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) was used in this study to investigate the behaviour of 

electrochemically active species in the as-synthesised electrode materials. CV provides an 

insight into the reactions occurring in the bulk and near-surface of the electrode material, 

providing an understanding of the kinetics and thermodynamics of the redox and electron-

transfer reactions involved.  

During a typical CV operation, a potential is applied to an electrode containing the active 

species immersed in an electrolyte solution and the generated current is measured. The applied 

potential is swept in opposite directions within a selected voltage range to produce current. The 

measured current is due to the flow of electrons in the electrochemical cell caused by diffusion 

of electroactive species. 

In this research, a two-electrode configuration was employed where active materials served as 

the working electrode, and Li disc served as the counter and reference electrode. 

For a capacitive material, the value of specific capacitance was calculated from CV using Eq. 

16 [209]. 
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Where IdV is the area under the CV curve, ∆V is the potential window (V), m is the mass (g), 

and v is the scan rate (mV s-1). 

3.5.6. Galvanostatic Charge-Discharge (GCD) 

GCD was used to investigate the cycling performance of the electrode material. In a typical 

charge and discharge setup, the cell is charged and discharged between two voltage points a 

constant applied current. The charge and discharge cycles were carried out between 0 to 3 V. 

The capacitance values from GCD curves were calculated using Eq. 17 [209]. 

    

Where Cs is the specific capacitance in F/g, I/m is the current density (A g-1), V(t) is the 

potential as a function of t, and t is the discharge time. 
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Chapter 4: Continuous Hydrothermal Flow Synthesis and 

Application of TiO2-Graphene Nanocomposites in LIBs 

4.1. Introduction 

Energy storage systems with performances superior to the lead-acid batteries includes 

supercapacitors (SCs) and lithium-ion batteries (LIBs). Supercapacitors provide high power, 

fast charge/discharge cycles, and long cycle life, while LIBs offer a higher energy density than 

SCs but suffer from low power density. However, the performance of these energy storage 

systems depends greatly on their electrode material composition. Materials such as transition 

metal oxides (TMOs)[204], conductive polymers[210], carbonaceous materials like 

graphite[211], carbon nanotubes (CNTs)[212], MXene[192], graphene[80] and CQDs[213] 

have been explored extensively as electrode materials owing to their compatibility with 

electrolytes, chemical stability and high electronic conductivities.  

In the development of green electrode materials for electrochemical energy storage technology, 

TiO2 has received vast attention as a negative electrode material owing to its abundance, low 

cost, and environmental friendliness. In addition, TiO2 exhibit good cyclic stability, high 

lithium insertion/extraction voltage (1.5 V vs. Li+/Li) and low volume expansion during Li+ 

intercalation[84,204,205]. However, TiO2 as a stand-alone electrode material is limited in 

electrochemical performance by its low electronic conductivity (approx. 10-12
 S cm-

1)[214,215]. This limitation can be observed in the abrupt decrease in specific capacitance as 

scan rate increases.  

Carbonaceous electrode materials include activated carbon, carbon nanotubes, carbon quantum 

dots, graphite etc[7]. These carbon materials have been extensively explored as electrode 

materials for energy storage applications; where they offer high specific area, excellent 

stability, and high electronic conductivity, but suffer from low specific capacitance[216]. For 

example, in the commercialised LIBs; graphite anodes have been explored economically due 

to its abundance and low cost[211]. Carbon quantum dots (CQDs) are zero-dimensional (0D) 

carbon nanomaterials that offer fast electron transfer and high surface area when used as an 

electrode material. CQDs are a great choice in nano-engineering of materials for 

electrochemical energy storage owing to their non-toxic nature and unique properties due to 

size. CQDs are produced through pyrolysis of organic compounds, hydrothermal, chemical, 

electrochemical and microwave-assisted synthetic methods[217]. 
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Graphene, another carbon-based material is an extensively researched 2D material in 

electrochemical energy storage technology due to its superior properties, compared to its other 

carbonaceous counterparts. These properties include higher mechanical strength, large surface 

area and an improved electrical conductivity due to its zero-band gap[31,55,149,218]. Since its 

discovery in 2004 by Geim and co-workers[26], graphene has been developed by numerous 

researchers as an electrode material for LIBs due to its high electrical conductivity and 

excellent mechanical properties[219–221]. However, restacking of graphene sheets due to the 

strong π-π interactions and Van der Waals forces that reduces its surface area has been a 

challenge in its exploration as an electrode material[54]. Incorporating other electrochemically 

active materials between graphene sheets can help avoid a collapse of graphene sheets and 

increase its surface area.  

A prospective solution to these challenges would be the coupling of TiO2 with carbonaceous 

materials such as graphene to form composites. This strategy combines the pros of all 

composite materials as an advantageous strategy in overcoming their individual cons as an 

active electrode material. For example, combining TiO2 and graphene as nanocomposites to 

effectively keep graphene sheets separated; providing the composites with more active sites, 

large specific surface area and fast electron transport kinetics[222]. To do this, CHFS was 

employed as a synthetic methodology in making TiO2-graphene composites. 

Using the described CHFS approach in chapter 3, a flow of supercritical water in F1, TiO2 

and graphene precursors in F2, and NH3 as an auxiliary feed in F3 at 20 mL min-1, 5 mL min-

1 and 10 mL min-1 respectively were introduced into the continuous hydrothermal flow reactor 

set at 450 °C and 3600 psi (Fig. 3.1). The experimental conditions for all the synthesised 

materials are shown in chapter 3 (Table 5). 

4.2. Results and Discussion 

The morphologies and microstructure of the as-synthesised TiO2 composites were studied 

through transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 

Particle size measurements were obtained from high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images of 50 

TiO2 nanoparticles using Image J software. Therein, a network of TiO2 nanoparticles (Fig. 

4.1a) with an average size of 6.17 ± 1.24 nm can be seen to be interconnected and well 

dispersed on the surface of graphene sheets.  Also observed in the HRTEM images are dark 

patches which are as a result of overlapping TiO2 nanoparticles. The HRTEM (Fig. 4.1b&d) 

and selected area diffraction (SAED) pattern (Fig. 4.1c) shows the crystalline nature of the 
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nanocomposite with crystalline lattice fringes corresponding to the lattice planes of anatase 

TiO2 (Fig. 4.1b). A lattice fringe spacing of 0.354 nm was measured from the nanospheres and 

attributed to the (101) planes of anatase TiO2 (Fig. 4.1d)[113,192,223,224]. An inset in Fig. 

4.1c shows the selected area diffraction pattern of (101) planes of anatase TiO2 nanoparticles 

with polycystalline reflections[225].  

.  

 

Fig.4.1(a) TEM image of TiO2 nanoparticles dispersed on graphene sheet (b) TEM image & 

(c) SAED pattern of TiO2 nanoparticles (d) HRTEM image showing lattice planes of TiO2 (e) 

HRTEM image of TiO2-rGO nanocomposites showing graphene sheets (TEM images taken 

by Dr. Tobias Heil) 

The Raman spectra of TiO2 and TiO2-rGO nanocomposites are shown in Fig. 4.2 (a). The 

observed Raman peak at 145 cm-1 is assigned to anatase TiO2 that is present in the sample. 

TiO2-rGO also show characteristic D and G Raman bands at 1327 and 1597 cm-1, and are 

attributed to the presence of defects and sp2 graphitic structure respectively. 
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To analyse the crystal structure of the TiO2 and TiO2-rGO nanocomposites, X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) patterns were obtained (Fig. 4.2b). Both samples show diffraction peaks at 2θ = 25.4°, 

38.1°, 48.2°, 54.5°, and 62.9°, which are indexed as the (101), (004), (200), (105) and (204) 

planes of anatase TiO2 respectively [192,214,226], which confirms the presence of anatase 

phase of TiO2 in the sample. It is important to note the masking effect of a characteristic rGO 

diffraction peak expected at 26.0° by the (101) plane of TiO2 at 25.4°[227,228]. 

 

Fig. 4.2 (a) Raman spectra showing defects (D band), sp2 graphitic structure (G band) and (b) 

XRD patterns showing crystallinity of TiO2 and TiO2-rGO nanocomposites 

The elemental composition and chemical state of as-synthesised TiO2-rGO were determined 

by Xray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). Fig. 4.3 show the survey spectrum and 

characteristic elemental spectra of constituent atoms that indicates the presence of Titanium, 

Oxygen, Carbon and Nitrogen in the CHFS prepared nanocomposite. Two peaks of Ti 2p1/2 

and Ti2p3/2 were observed at 465.2 eV and 459.4 eV respectively, with a separation of 5.8 eV. 

The presence of Ti2p3/2 component and the split separation value confirms the presence of 

titanium oxide with a +4 oxidation state (TiO2), while an absence of peak at 457.6 eV was 

indicative of no presence of Ti3+ in the nanocomposite[95]. The O1s spectrum showed two 

peaks centred at 530.6 eV and 531.9 eV which corresponds to crystal lattice oxygen species 

O2- and oxygen vacancies respectively. The C1s peaks are observed at 284.5 eV, 285.2 eV, 

286.9 eV and 289.4 eV which are attributed to C=C, C−C, C−O and C=O groups 

respectively[229]. Also present in the nanocomposites are N1s peaks from the doping process 

through CHFS where peaks at 400.6 eV and 398.3 eV corresponding to protonated pyridinic 

nitrogen and pyrollic/amino N-H groups respectively [192,230]. 
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Fig. 4.3 XPS showing (O1s), (Ti2p), (N1s), (C1s) and Survey spectrum of TiO2-rGO 

nanocomposite (XPS spectra collected by David Morgan, fittings done by Uthman Alli) 

To perform a quantitative analysis of the TiO2-rGO composite, thermogravimetric analysis 

(TGA) was conducted. The composite was heated under air flow with the heating rate of 10 °C 

min-1 to a temperature of 1100 °C. The TGA (Fig. 4.4a) and derivative gravimetric analysis 

(DGA) (Fig. 4.4b) curves show an initial mass loss of approximately 6.0 wt.% between 25 °C 

and 127 °C owing to evaporation and dehydration of adsorbed water molecules from the 

material, and a further mass loss of 4.8 wt.% between 127 °C and 354°C which is attributed to 

loss of oxygen functionalities in rGO. A significant mass loss of 8.8 wt.% was also observed 

between 350 °C and 550 °C due to the pyrolysis of carbon structure. The weight loss is 

stabilised at 80.5 wt.% at temperatures between 605 °C and 1100 °C, indicating that the 

composite consists of  19.5 wt.% rGO. This weight composition of TiO2 to rGO corresponds 

to the concentration and volume of  precursors put into the CHFS reactor with a 80% 

conversion yield of  0.2 M Ti4+ precursor to TiO2, and 70% conversion yield of 2 mg ml-1 GO 

to rGO. The DGA showed the exact temperature in the sample where pyrolysis of carbonic 

structures took place (488°C). 
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Fig. 4.4(a) TGA curve quantification and (b) TGA, DGA curves of TiO2-rGO nanocomposite 

after heat treatment in air 

The electrochemical performance of TiO2-rGO nanocomposites was studied via cyclic 

voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD) measurements to understand the 

electrochemical processes of charge storage occurring in the active material and its cyclic 

stability respectively. A CV of the TiO2-rGO electrodes was performed using an MTI 

Corporation quick assembly split coin Cell in 1M LiPF6 in EC/DMC (1:1 v/v) electrolyte and 

scanned at 0.1 mV s-1 over a potential range of 0 - 3 V versus Li/Li+. The CV curves were 

recorded by an EC-Lab electrochemical workstation. The CV analysis of the TiO2-rGO 

electrode was conducted to identify the storage mechanism(s) in the electrode. The shape of 

the CV showed both capacitive and faradaic behaviour due to observable rectangular CV shape 

and distinct peaks respectively. The faradaic peaks are reactions owing to Li+ intercalation and 

de-lithiation into the active material. This is often referred to as a pseudocapacitive storage 

behaviour[209]. The CV curves (Fig 4.5a) showed that the lithiation and de-lithiation processes 

occurred over the potential range of 1 – 2 V with significant broad peaks observed at 2.1 V 

during the anodic scan and 1.3 V during the cathodic scan which corresponds to the changes in 

the valence states from Ti4+/Ti3+ during Li+ insertion/removal into and/or from TiO2.  

The galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD) cycling of the TiO2-rGO was performed with a CR-

2032-coin cell made up of the TiO2-rGO electrode as the working electrode, a Celgard 

separator and a Lithium disc as the counter electrode. The cell was assembled in an Argon-

filled glove box with an oxygen concentration < 1 ppm and charged initially at a current density 

of 2 mA g-1 over a potential window of 0 - 2 V (vs Li+/Li). The GCD data was recorded by a 

Deregellera charge-pack. TiO2-rGO was first charged and discharged for 5 cycles at 0.2 mA g-
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1. The discharge curve analysis showed a nearly linear voltage-time profile which depicts a 

pseudocapacitance storage mechanism from a combination of double layer capacitance and 

surface redox reactions. This calculated capacity exceeds that reported for TiO2-rGO 

nanoparticles [231]. As a result, the as-synthesised TiO2-rGO was further charged and 

discharged at different current densities to determine the rate performance of the 

nanocomposite (Fig. 4.5c), and for more cycles to evaluate its cyclic stability (Fig. 4.5d). 

 

Fig. 4.5 (a) CV profile at 0.1 mV s-1 from 1st to 5th cycle of TiO2-rGO electrode (b) GCD 

performance of TiO2-rGO for 5 cycles (c) initial CV cycling performance of TiO2-rGO 

electrode obtained at 0.1 mV s-1 (d) GCD plot showing C.E illustration (e) Coulombic 

efficiency of TiO2-rGO and (f) CV cycling performance for 20 cycles at 0.1 mV s-1. 

The nanocomposite delivered a high capacitance of 727 F g-1 at 0.1 mV s-1, which remained 

63% of the initial value after 5 cycles of charge and discharge (Fig. 4.5c). Further cycling of 

as-synthesised TiO2-rGO electrode delivered up to 322 F g-1 after 20 cycles (Fig. 4.5d). The 

dispersion of hydrothermally grown TiO2 nanoparticles on the surface of reduced graphene 

oxide sheets plays an important role in improving the specific capacity and cycle performance 

of TiO2-rGO composite. This is evident in the observed improved electrochemical performance 

of TiO2-rGO nanocomposites as compared to the control sample TiO2. The control TiO2 sample 

showed a lower capacitance of 169 F g-1 at 0.1 mV s-1 during the first cycle, and retained a 

capacitance of 56 F g-1 after 5 cycles of charge and discharge (Fig. 4.6a-c).The dispersion of 

TiO2 nanoparticles on rGO sheets (as seen in HRTEM images) also reduce the agglomeration 
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of TiO2 nanoparticles, and anchored on rGO sheets, thereby providing sites for electrochemical 

reactions to take place[214]. The good electrochemical performance of TiO2-rGO can be 

attributed to the CHFS enhanced specific surface area, structural orientation, and structural 

stability of the nanocomposite during the cycling process.  

 

Fig. 4.6 (a) CV profile at 0.1 mV s-1 from 1st to 5th cycle of TiO2 electrode (b) GCD 

performance of TiO2  for 5 cycles (c) CV cycling performance of TiO2 electrode obtained at 

0.1 mV s-1.Similarly, variation of the ratio of TiO2 to rGO in the composites was conducted 

and tested for its electrochemical performance. Therein, the ratio of TiO2 to rGO in the 

nanocomposites was 1:2. CV measurements obtained showed that 1:2 TiO2-rGO delivered a 

capacitance of 130 F g-1 on the first cycle and 84 F g-1 after 5 cycles at 0.1 mV s-1 (Fig. 4.7 a-

c). This drop in performance is owing to the agglomeration of rGO nanosheets due to 

insufficient TiO2 nanoparticles in the nanocomposite. This performance shows that TiO2 

nanoparticles are essential contributors to the electrochemical performance of TiO2-rGO 

nanocomposites by keeping graphene sheets separated for access of electrolyte ions and storage 

of Li+ ions. 

 

Fig. 4.6 (a) CV profile at 0.1 mV s-1 from 1st to 5th cycle of 1:2 TiO2-rGO electrode (b) CV 

cycling performance of TiO2-rGO electrode obtained at 0.1 mV s-1. (c) GCD performance of 

TiO2-rGO  for 5 cycles 
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To evaluate the ratio of the charge removed (Qoutput) to the charge used to restore the original 

capacity of the material (Qinput), it is represented by the term coulombic efficiency (C.E). It 

represents the ratio of the amounts of charge output to the charge input at a constant current 

charge and discharge process which helps to understand the reversibility of the electrode 

material and predict the lifespan of the electrode [232]. This was obtained from the GCD plot 

and evaluated using Eq. 18. The C.E obtained for TiO2-rGO nanocomposites was 88% as 

shown in Fig. 4.5e. 

 

4.3. Conclusion 

In summary, a TiO2-rGO composite was produced via a continuous hydrothermal synthetic 

method as a green synthetic process route to produce in-situ; TiO2 nanoparticles dispersed on 

the surface of rGO sheets. By combining the advantages of rGO and TiO2, the as-synthesised 

nanocomposite was fabricated into electrodes and delivered a reversible capacity of 727 F g-1 

after 5 cycles at 0.1 mV s-1. This work demonstrates the use of TiO2-rGO as a prospective 

energy storage material when used as a Lithium-ion battery anode. 
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Chapter 5: Continuous Hydrothermal Synthesis of MnO2 and 

reduced Graphene Oxide as Nanocomposites  Electrodes for 

Lithium-Ion Batteries 

 

5.1. Introduction 

Manganese (IV) oxide (MnO2) is a transition metal oxide with high energy density and makes 

it suitable for application as components of electrode materials for supercapacitors. It is 

naturally abundant at a low cost with no environmental concerns[59]. These transition metal 

oxides have large capacitance and exhibit large redox reactions occurring at the surface of the 

electrodes. There have been several reports on synthesis of different morphologies of MnO2; 

needles, rods and birnessite amongst others on the surface of graphene sheets. MnO2 is a 

material with high theoretical capacitance of 1,380 F g-1[79,233]. MnO2 energy storage 

mechanisms includes reversible redox processes, cation adsorption-desorption and ion 

intercalation[79]. MnO2 /Graphene (Gr) nanocomposites combine the electric double layer 

capacitance of graphene and the pseudocapacitance of MnO2 to obtain improved capacitance 

values as compared to graphene-based electrodes. 

Through a facile direct redox reaction between potassium permanganate and carbon nanotubes 

(CNTs), MnO2 /CNTs were prepared by  Wang and co-workers, and a specific capacitance 

value of 162 F g-1 at 0.2 A g-1 was obtained[68]. Other works have also been done such as 

dispersion of MnO2 needles on the surface of GO where a capacitance of 197.2 F g-1 due to 

limited electronically conductive channels[80,234]. To enhance the electrochemical 

performance of MnO2/rGO electrodes, a novel continuous hydrothermal synthesis of MnO2 

/rGO nanocomposite is introduced in this research to produce homogeneously dispersed MnO2 

nanoparticles on the surface of graphene sheets in a single step. This will possibly enable better 

electrical conductivity of graphene, increased surface area, decreased diffusion path, hence 

increasing the pseudocapacitive reaction and offer much improved capacitance[80,235]. 

Herein, MnO2/rGO nanocomposites were synthesised through a continuous hydrothermal 

synthetic process described in Chapter 3, using respective material precursors in Table 5. The 

as-sythesised materials were collected, dried, analysed, fabricated into electrodes and tested for 

electrochemical performance. The samples; MnO2, 1:1 MnO2/rGO, 1:2 MnO2/rGO and 1:3 

MnO2/rGO were labelled as A, B, C and D respectively. 
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5.2. Results and Discussion 

MnO2/Gr composite was prepared by a thermal and chemical oxidation of manganese (Mn2+) 

in its metal salt with hydrogen peroxide to manganese (Mn4+) in its oxide forms and a 

subsequent reduction of graphene oxide (GO) to reduced graphene oxide (rGO). The 

morphologies of the composites were observed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. Details of the 

characterisation show needle-like MnO2 nanoparticles with an average diameter of 15.71 ± 

2.98 nm randomly dispersed across the surface of the graphene sheets. The graphene sheet is a 

thin sheet structure which may be folded with dispersions of MnO2 nanoneedles around the 

sheet (Fig S4). These nanoneedles help to promote separation of the graphene sheets and helps 

to provide effective contact between the graphene sheets and MnO2 needles to ensure effective 

transfer of electrolyte ions and electrons as an electrode material for a supercapacitor[235]. It 

is also observed that the MnO2 nanoneedles also formed clusters when lower volumetric ratio 

of graphene oxide is used (Fig. 5.1 b). However, when higher volumetric ratio of GO was used 

MnO2 nanoneedles are randomly distributed over the surface of graphene sheets (Fig. 5.1d). 

This provides an explanation that graphene sheets are needed to anchor MnO2 nanoneedles. 

Graphene sheets have different functional groups such as epoxy, hydroxyl, carbonyl and 

carboxyl groups on their surface which serve as anchor sites for nanoneedle MnO2 to adhere to 

their surface.  MnO2 also exhibit interconnected sheet-like morphology (forming a network 

like structure) as seen in the TEM images taken for Sample A (Fig. 5.1a) with an amorphous 

structure observed in its SAED pattern (Fig. 5.1e). The thickness of the nanoneedles were 

measured to be 12.73 nm, 18.5 nm, 12.7 nm and 18.9 nm in samples A, B, C and D respectively. 

In addition, needle-like morphology of MnO2 is also found to be present in the TEM images 

(Fig. 5.1), exhibiting a single crystalline diffraction pattern as seen in Fig. 5.1f. From the SAED 

pattern (Fig. 5.1g), it is observed that MnO2/Gr has a polycrystalline structure due to presence 

of concentric circles. The hexagonal diffraction pattern of graphene can be confirmed on SAED 

when only graphene sheets without MnO2 nanoneedles are examined under the electron 

microscope (Fig. 5.3b). An interlayer distance between sheets of graphene is measured from 

the edges to be 0.31± 0.06 nm (Fig. 5.3c) and an inter-atomic distance of 0.237± 0.029 nm on 

the surface of the graphene sheet (Fig. 5.3a). The HRTEM image of as-synthesised MnO2 

nanoneedles gives an interplanar (d) spacing of 0.24 nm which corresponds to the 211 plane of 

tetragonal MnO2[236,237] (Fig. 5.4c). These measurements were obtained using Image J 

software to analyse the TEM images. 
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Fig. 5.1 Respective TEM and SAED images of (a) MnO2 (b) 1:1 MnO2/Gr (c) 1:2 MnO2/Gr 

& (d) 1:3 MnO2/Gr showing the sheet-like and rod-like morphologies of MnO2, and graphene 

sheets in the nanocomposites 

 

Fig. 5.2 SEM images showing morphology of (a) MnO2 (b) 1:1 MnO2/rGO (c) 1:2 

MnO2/rGO & (d) 1:3 MnO2/rGO 
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The hexagonal diffraction pattern of graphene can be confirmed on SAED when only graphene 

sheets without MnO2 nanoneedles are examined under the electron microscope (Fig. 5.3b). An 

interlayer distance between sheets of graphene is measured from the edges to be 0.31± 0.06 nm 

(Fig. 5.3c) and an inter-atomic distance of 0.24± 0.03 nm on the surface of the graphene sheet 

(Fig. 5.3a). The HRTEM image of as-synthesised MnO2 nanoneedles gives an interplanar (d) 

spacing of 0.24 nm which corresponds to the 211 plane of tetragonal MnO2[236,237] (Fig. 

5.4c). 

 

Fig. 5.3 HRTEM image of graphene sheet in sample B (a) under a high magnification 

(x400K) and (b) the corresponding SAED image (c) HRTEM image of stacked graphene 

sheets 

 

Fig. 5.4 (a), (b) TEM image of MnO2 needles in sample B and (c) the corresponding 

HRTEM image. 
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Fig. 5.5 EDS-SEM Images of (a) MnO2 (b) 1:1 MnO2-rGO (c) 1:2 MnO2-rGO & (d) 1:3 

MnO2-rGO showing respective elemental mapping 
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SEM micrograph and Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS) analysis was also 

performed on all samples to determine chemical elements present in the sample (Fig. 5.5). It is 

observed that the percentage of carbon (C) increases with an increase in the volume ratio of 

graphene in the samples. The percentage of carbon in MnO2 was from the preparation of the 

MnO2 sample.  The percentage elemental composition of manganese is also observed to 

decrease from MnO2 to 1:1 MnO2-rGO and 1:2 MnO2-rGO, and 1:3 MnO2-rGO composites. 

Potassium (K) is also present in sample from reactants used in synthesising samples (KOH). 

Gold (Au) peaks in sample is due to gold sputtering of samples prior to SEM analysis. Trace 

amounts of Iron (Fe) contamination is also observed in sample. However, its percentage 

composition in sample is negligible.  

X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was performed for as-synthesised MnO2-

rGO composites as shown in Fig. 5.6. The XPS survey spectrum indicates that the materials 

are mainly composed of manganese, potassium, carbon and oxygen present in the samples. The 

manganese (Mn) signals in MnO2-rGO samples indicate the anchoring of manganese oxide 

nanostructures on the functional groups present on the surface of graphene sheets through 

electrostatic forces[238]. There are three possible oxides that can be formed across the surface 

of graphene sheets. These include MnO, Mn2O3 and MnO2 with oxidation states of +2, +3 and 

+4 respectively. The absence of satellite features at 647 eV confirms that no MnO is present in 

the samples[239]. A much narrower Mn2p3/2 peak with an identifiable shape at the top of the 

peak (Fig. 5.6a) confirms the presence of MnO2[239]. Further analysis shows the Mn4+ 2p3/2 

peak centred at 641.88 eV and Mn2p1/2 peak at 653.68 eV with a spin-energy separation of 11.8 

eV, suggesting the formation of MnO2.  In addition to the curve fitting of Mn2p peaks, the 

Mn3s peak (Fig. 5.6d) splits into to peaks and their peak separation values can be used to 

elucidate the oxidation state[239].  

Based on the calculated binding energy difference and identifiable shape at the top of Mn 2p3/2 

peak, results show that the as-synthesised nanocomposites contain some Mn4+ suggesting the 

presence of MnO2 nanoparticles[239]. 

The C1s peak has a broad asymmetric tail which corresponds to high concentration of sp2 carbon 

with a binding energy at 284 eV (Fig 5.6c). The low intensity peak above 290 eV are also 

observed which are assigned to K2p peaks due to potassium (K) present in the sample from the 

reagents used (KOH) (Fig. 5.6b). There is a 14 % average concentration of K present in all 

samples. 
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Fig. 5.6: XPS spectra showing  Mn2p,  K2p, C1s and  Mn2p regions for the as- synthesised 

samples of  MnO2 and MnO2-rGO nanocomposites (XPS data measured and fittings done by 

Dana Popescu, National Institute of Materials Physics, Magurele -Romania). 

Table 7 showing the percentage elemental compositions in as-synthesised materials. 
 

MnO2 

(%) 

1:1 MnO2-rGO 

(%) 

1:2 MnO2-rGO 

(%) 

1:3 MnO2-rGO 

(%) 

C 1s 1.8 3.3 3.9 4.8 

O 1s 45.0 44.5 47.0 45.5 

K 2p 12.2 14.1 12.0 12.0 

Mn 2p 41.0 38.0 37.1 37.7 

     

 

A summary of the elemental compositions of carbon, oxygen, potassium and manganese in all 

asynthesised materials is summarised in Table 7. Therein, the percentage composition of 

carbon increased as the mass ratio of graphene increased from 1 to 3 in the nanocomposite. 

Manganese on the otherhand had the highest ratio in  MnO2 nanoparticles, and decreased as 

the mass ratio of rGO increased. For further quantitative analysis, TGA and DGA curves (Fig, 

5.7a&b respectively) of 1-3 MnO2-rGO showed an initial mass loss of 8.77% between room 

temperature and 150 °C due to loss of surface water through evaporation and dehydration. A 

further mass loss of 7.44% was observed between 150 °C and 880 °C which is attributed to the 

phase transformation of MnO2 to Mn2O3 and loss of carbonic structures in rGO to produce CO2 

and water vapour. From TGA analysis, the 1:3 MnO2-rGO composite has a 16.21 % rGO 

composition. When compared to other samples, the TGA showed that more mass is lost from 

the sample as the amount of MnO2 present in the sample increases (this is consistent with XPS 

data in Table 7). From the TGA, it is observed that 1:3 MnO2-rGO and 1:1 MnO2-rGO have 

the highest mass loss (3.6% and 1.3%, respectively) in the region between 150 ℃ and 880 ℃ 

due to phase transformation of MnO2 to MnO2O3.The derivative plot (Fig. 5.7b) showed a 

further loss of carbonic structures, steam generation, and phase transformation of Mn2O3 to 

Mn3O4 at 883 °C. 
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Fig. 5.7(a) TGA and DGA curves (b) TGA curve quantification of 1:3 MnO2-rGO composite 

 

 

Fig. 5.8 FTIR spectra of MnO2 & MnO2-rGO  

Fig. 5.8 shows the FTIR spectra of as-synthesised samples of MnO2 and MnO2/rGO to further 

confirm their compositions. Characteristic bands typical of rGO, for example; O-H broad peak 

due to OH stretching mode[127] at about 3400 cm-1 resulting from absorbed water molecules 

and alcohol groups. The band at 1750 cm-1 region is due to the C=O stretching vibrations of 

the carbonyl group. MnO2-rGO spectrum also show a band at 1570 cm-1 due to C=C vibrations 

similar to unoxidized graphitic domain peak. Peaks at 1250 cm-1 represents C-OH stretch of 

alcohol group[127]. This FTIR spectrum also show how graphene oxide has been reduced by 

KOH to reduced graphene oxide (rGO). Typical oxides and hydroxides of metal nanoparticles 

show absorption peaks in the fingerprint region. The bands at 518 cm-1 and 480 cm-1 

corresponds to Mn-O bending vibrations[240], while the broad band at 3400 cm-1 is the H-O-

H stretching frequency and the weak bands between 1450 cm-1 and 1650 cm-1 are the H-O-H 

bending vibrations of the absorbed water molecule[241]. 
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BET surface area analysis of all samples were determined by the adsorption and desorption of 

nitrogen gas on the surface of the material using BET theory of multilayer adsorption and 

desorption. Values of 98.59 m2 g-1, 39.82 m2 g-1, 54.37 m2 g-1 and 65.59 m2 g-1 were obtained 

for sample A, B, C and D respectively. The variation in observed BET surface areas could be 

due to the differences in particle morphology, aspect ratio and degrees of agglomeration that 

these materials exhibit. 

Raman spectra below (Fig. 5.9a) shows the peaks of MnO2 nanoparticles arising at 570 cm-1 

and 634 cm-1. The characteristic peak at 634 cm-1 is due to the MnO6 symmetric stretching 

vibrations while the peak at 570 cm-1 is generally attributed to the Mn-O stretching vibration 

in the MnO6 layer[240–243]. Characteristic D and G bands of graphene is not clearly visible 

in the spectrum. This can be either attributed to the laser wavelength used or due to the very 

low percentage of graphene present in samples.  

 

 

Fig. 5.9 (a) Raman scattering and (b) XRD patterns showing molecular vibrations and phase 

compositions of MnO2 and MnO2-rGO composites respectively 

XRD characterisation of MnO2 and MnO2-rGO materials were conducted to analyse the crystal 

phase of the samples (Fig. 5.9b). Diffraction peaks at 2θ values of 12.57, 36.3 and 37.2 that 

are attributed to (110), (400) and (211) crystal planes respectively. These diffraction peaks are 

ascribed to that of α- MnO2 crystal phase of the tetragonal crystal system (JCPDS Card No: 

44-0141). 

In order to study the electrochemical properties of rGO and MnO2 in the nanocomposites, the 

sample with the highest rGO ratio and surface area (Sample D) was selected. The as-

synthesised MnO2 and MnO2-rGO nanocomposite (1:3) was prepared into a slurry and rolled 

on Cu foil. Using Li disc as a counter electrode and MnO2-rGO as the working electrode, the 
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cell was assembled in a two-electrode split cell configuration with 1M LiPF6 in EC/DMC (1:1 

v/v) electrolyte for electrochemical analysis via cyclic voltammetry and galvanostatic charge-

discharge techniques.MnO2-rGO showed an almost rectangular current-potential CV shape 

indicating a capacitive behaviour of the nanocomposite (Fig. 5.10a). The deviation from a 

rectangular shape was due to faradaic pseudocapacitance contribution from MnO2. The specific 

capacitance of the nanocomposite was calculated using Eq.16. The nanocomposite showed a 

specific capacitance of 9 F g-1 and stabilised at 6 F g-1 after 5 cycles at a scan rate of 0.5 mV 

s-1. The low specific capacitance value of as-synthesised MnO2-rGO 1:3 can be attributed to 

the aggregation of rGO sheets which limits electrochemical activity of MnO2-rGO 

nanocomposites. This agglomeration is observed in the TEM images of MnO2-rGO 

nanocomposites (Fig. 5.1b-d), and can also limit the pseudocapacitive performance of MnO2 

in the nanocomposite due to limited access to intercalating ions during charge and discharge 

processes. This result also agrees with reported literature where the electrochemical 

performance of MnO2 based electrodes has been observed to decrease owing to the low 

conductivity of MnO2[244]. Typically, a large voltage window helps to increase the specific 

energy of the pseudocapacitor. However, the large potential range of 0 – 3 V used could limit 

the reversible lithiation and de-lithiation process of MnO2- rGO electrode, thereby reducing its 

capacitive performance. This is also evident in literature studies as most potential range used 

are between a narrow window of 0 and 1 V, where MnO2-rGO are electrochemically 

stable[245,246]. The poor performance of the as-synthesised MnO2-rGO could also be 

attributed to variation in morphology which affects the surface properties such as access to 

surface area and electrochemically active sites that contributes to the overall performance of 

the electrode material. Past studies have also reported low capacitance values for 

hydrothermally synthesised MnO2-rGO composites where no distinct redox peaks were 

observed.  The GCD is shown in Fig. 5.10c, where a non-linear GCD curve with no plateau is 

observed, demonstrating a pseudocapacitive behaviour of MnO2-rGO nanocomposite and a 

capacitance retention rate of 62% after 5 cycles (Fig, 5.10b). Also, the GCD curve (Fig. 5.10c) 

show some deviation from linearity within 1.0 -1.5 V before returning to a linear behaviour. 

Such reactions could be parasitic which affects the capacitance of the electrode material. 
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Fig. 5.10 (a) Cyclic voltammetry at 0.5 mV s-1 (b) Cyclic stability of MnO2-rGO 1:3 (c) 

Galvanostatic charge-discharge curves of MnO2-rGO 1:3. 

The CV curves of MnO2 nanoparticles is shown in Fig. 5.10b obtained at 0.5 mV s-1 within a 

potential window of 0 to 3 V. The CV curve is generally rectangular indicating a capacitive 

behaviour during the charge and discharge cycles. Also observed in the CV curves are redox 

peaks attributed to the faradaic reactions of MnO2[247]. The specific capacitance was calculated 

using Eq. 16. The area under the CV curve showed that CHFS synthesised MnO2 nanoparticles 

had a specific capacitance of 36 F g-1. This value exceeds that of 1:3 MnO2-rGO owing to the 

absence of agglomerated rGO sheets, thereby allowing pseudocapacitive process of MnO2 

electrode to occur which contributes to its specific capacitance. The GCD curves also show a 

deviation from linear voltage-time relationship also indicating pseudocapacitive behaviour of 

MnO2 which is in accordance with the redox peaks observed in the CV curves. 

 

 

Fig. 5.11 (a) Cyclic voltammetry at 0.5 mV s-1 (b) Cyclic stability of MnO2 (c) Galvanostatic 

charge-discharge curves of MnO2 
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5.3. Conclusion 

In summary, a novel experimental study was carried out to synthesize MnO2 and MnO2-rGO 

nanoparticles via continuous hydrothermal flow synthesis approach. Different volumetric 

ratios of MnO2 and graphene oxide solutions were used to investigate changes in their 

morphology and chemical composition, that could improve its electrochemical performance. 

MnO2-rGO in a 1:3 volumetric ratio showed more anchored MnO2 nanoneedles on the surface 

of graphene sheets. This also showed that more graphene concentration prevented aggregation 

of MnO2 into clusters as observed in the SEM images of 1:1 MnO2-rGO nanocomposites. 

Despite the successful synthesis of MnO2-rGO nanocomposites through a continuous 

hydrothermal process, its electrochemical performance was quite poor owing to the low 

conductivity of MnO2 and inaccessible active sites for electrochemical reactions such as 

lithiation and de-lithiation processes to take place. Agglomeration of MnO2 needles was 

observed from SEM and TEM images which limits the performance of the nanocomposites. 

To explore more on the as-synthesised nanomaterials, future works and recommendations are 

provided below.  
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Chapter 6: In-situ Continuous Hydrothermal Synthesis of TiO2 

Nanoparticles on Conductive N-Doped MXene Nanosheets for Li-

Ion Storage 

Declarations: This chapter has been published. Information bout co-authors is stated on page 

xiii 

6.1. Introduction 

The small ionic size,  low molecular weight and density of lithium makes it suitable to 

intercalate into layered materials. These processes of intercalation and de-intercalation of 

lithium ions into electrode materials contributes to the high energy density and excellent 

cycling stability of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), making LIB technology one of the dominant 

current battery technology. [248,249]. The light weight of lithium and its ease of intercalation 

offers LIBs high volumetric energy density. Despite these exciting properties, costs, power 

performance, safety and environmental concerns of the components of LIBs are the problems 

facing the LIB industry.    

Through shuttling of lithium ions from the cathode to the anode and vice-versa during charge 

and discharge, energy is stored in the LIB. A typical LIB comprises of three components; the 

anode (usually graphite), the cathode (typically lithium metal oxides, e.g., LiCoO2), and an 

electrolyte (non-aqueous) that allows for reversible lithiation and de-lithiation over a wide 

potential range. Lithium metal oxides (LMOs) as cathode materials offer high chemical 

potential (vs Li/Li+), while graphite as an anode material is naturally abundant, low cost, and 

has a layered structure suitable for intercalation[250].  

Carbon-based (graphite) LIBs have long cycles of charge and discharge. However, cyclic 

performance is challenged by the use of standard polymeric binders in the electrode fabrication 

process. Example of such binders are poly (vinylidene difluoride (PVDF); a poly-fluoroalkyl 

(PFA) compound classified as a "forever chemical" due to its longevity in the environment. In 

the electrode fabrication of LIBs, the use of N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP); a toxic solvent is 

employed in slurry processing the electrodes[251–254] which negatively impacts both the 

environmental friendliness and cost of battery manufacturing currently.To eradicate this 

problem of forever chemical usage, an aqueous processing of MXenes into a stable colloidal 

suspension is employed. The negatively charged MXene sheets enables preparation of stable 

colloidal MXene suspension which enables its application as Li-ion anodes as a potential means 

to eliminate forever chemicals from the fabrication process of LIB electrodes. [255–257].  
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 To overcome this, the solution is MXene. MXenes have high electronic conductivity (6500 S 

cm-1), enabling them to serve as an active material and a current collector[12,48]. Examples of 

MXenes include Ti3C2Tx, Ti2CTx, Ti3CNTx, Nb4C3Tx, etc. [48,99]. Reversible redox reactions 

occurring at the titanium surface (Ti) in MXenes provide a pseudo-capacitance, thereby 

increasing the faradaic performance of a MXene electrode[103]. A tapped density of 4 g cm-3 

exhibited by MXenes reduces the electrode's mass loading compared to 2D graphene (0.4 g 

cm-3). A reported high volumetric capacitance of up to 900 Fcm-3 in MXenes attracts increasing 

interest in energy storage applications[12,48]. In addition, MXenes enable aqueous processing 

due to its excellent hydrophilic surface. This eliminates the use of toxic electrode processing 

solvents such as NMP. However, the stability of MXenes in an aqueous solution, re-stacking 

of its nanosheets, and limited control of its surface functionalities limit the full use of its 

properties. A potential solution is through the surface and chemical functionalisation of 2D 

MXenes with metal oxides such as titanium (iv) oxide (TiO2) or doping with heteroatoms such 

as nitrogen[43]. The growth of TiO2 nanoparticles between MXene sheets prevents re-stacking, 

thereby keeping sheets separated. During the doping process, the dopant (nitrogen) behaves 

like an electron donor. It replaces carbon in the crystal lattice of the semiconducting material 

by generating an extra valence electron in modulating the conductivity of the semiconductor 

material. 

As such, the development of more environmentally sustainable electrode compositions must 

be progressive that utilise the excellent hydrophilic surface properties of MXenes in aqueous 

processing and electrode fabrication to eradicate the use of toxic organic solvents[199]. 

When MXenes are oxidised during exposure to water, air or heat treatment, titania (TiO2) is 

produced on the surface of MXenes. This oxidation process is uncontrolled and undesired. 

Titania is naturally abundant, non-toxic and inexpensive[84]. TiO2 is often explored as in 

various applications such as energy storage[200,201] photocatalysis[86,202,203] and water 

treatment[202,203]. The volume expansion (<4%) of TiO2 during lithiation process contributes 

to its long life cycle. [204,258,259]. However, TiO2 is challenged in performance by its poor 

electrical conductivity and sluggish Li-ion diffusion within the material[204,205]. To 

overcome this challenge, exploring  nano-TiO2 is a potential route to improve the surface area 

and reduced diffusion distance for Li-ion transport compared to bulk materials[204]. 

Furthermore, combining TiO2 nanoparticles with highly conductive 2D materials such as 

MXenes has the potential to boost performance significantly while simultaneously eliminating 

the need for conventional fluorinated polymeric binders[204].      
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Through a unique route of synthesis, advanced modifications of 2D materials by varying 

morphologies, improving surface area and surface functionalisation can be used as an 

advantage. These modifications change the material structure by size tuning and engineering 

defects in the material, thereby causing a change in the electronic and optoelectronic 

properties[39]. Furthermore, it is advantageous to combine the properties and modified 

functionalities of 2D MXenes and TiO2 nanoparticles as electrode materials to enhance 

electrochemical performance, as stand-alone materials do not have enough properties to render 

practical functions. Despite these exciting technologies, the current approaches in the synthesis 

of materials face challenges, including toxic precursors, non-uniformity of particle size 

distribution, lengthy manufacturing time, and energy costs. Due to this, there is a need to adopt 

synthetic strategies that overcome these challenges by providing a rapid, clean and scalable 

material synthesis process while delivering high-performance materials. 

Continuous Hydrothermal Flow Synthesis (CHFS) is employed here as a favorable 

methodology that offers a single-step process of delivering water-soluble precursors with a 

flow of supercritical water at 374 °C and 22.4 MPa for homogeneously producing highly 

crystalline nanostructures[39,164,166,260]. This method exploits the properties of supercritical 

water, such as its reduced dielectric constant and increased dissociation to H+ and OH- ions 

which facilitate the rapid synthesis of various metal oxides through hydrolyses, dehydration, 

and precipitation[171]. CHFS methodology delivers fine particles, single crystals, and metal 

oxides by controlling the reaction medium's viscosity, density, and dielectric constant through 

changes in the reaction temperature and pressure. This hands-on approach offers control over 

the particle size, morphology, and crystal structure of as-synthesised 

materials[12,166,171,173,261]. Compared to traditional methods, CHFS saves time (within a 

fraction of a second) and energy in delivering quality and reproducible homogenous 

materials[163,167,261–263]. In addition, the CHFS process has a low environmental impact, 

as shown in the synthesis of graphene quantum dots33.  

6.2. Results and Discussion 

Firstly, Ti2C MXene was prepared via method described and detailed in methodology chapters. 

The SEM images of the starting MAX phase material, etched Ti2C and delaminated Ti2C 

MXene are shown in Fig. 4.1 (a), (b) and (c) respectively. 
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Fig. 6.1 SEM images showing (a) starting MAX phase material (b) m-MXene (c) d-MXene 

A rapid synthesis approach that delivers MXenes (also served as TiO2 precursor) and ammonia 

(N-source) continuously into a supercritical environment in synthesising N-doped MXenes 

decorated with TiO2 nanoparticles was explored. The as-synthesised materials were collected 

and characterised for various analyses. 

SEM and TEM analyses were used to investigate the effect of the hydrothermal treatment on 

the structure and morphology of Ti2C and TiO2. As shown in the SEM images (Fig. 6.2), as-

prepared N-MXene/TiO2 (NMT) composites exhibit accordion-like and separated sheet 

structures with spherical nanoparticles distributed across the surface of the sheets. These 

nanoparticles were formed in both NMT350 and NMT450 samples due to the supercritical 

environment created during hydrothermal treatment at 350°C and 450°C, which can be related 

to the oxidation of MXene to TiO2.  

 

Fig. 6.2. SEM images of (a) NMT nanocomposites at different reaction temperatures showing 

(b) spherical TiO2 nanoparticles formed on the edges of MXene sheets 

The surface of the MXene sheets appears rough after hydrothermal treatment due to the 

formation of spherical nanoparticles on its surface compared to pre-treated delaminated 

MXenes (Fig. 6.1c). Oxidation of MXene sheets starts from the edges due to the presence of 

these spherical nanoparticles around the edges (inlet Fig. 6.2), which later extends to the core 
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as reaction temperature increases to 450°C. The structure of the N-doped MXene/TiO2 (NMT) 

composites shows a sandwich arrangement with TiO2 nanoparticles embedded in between 

MXene sheets. This arrangement helps keep MXene sheets separated, thereby making them 

accessible for intercalation of Li+ ions and promoting its surface area access to electrolyte ions.  

A variation of morphologies such as cubes, sheets and spheres were observed in the TEM 

images of NMT hybrids. The high-resolution (HRTEM) images and measurements of lattice 

fringes show a random distribution of anatase TiO2 nanoparticles on the MXene sheets in a 

sandwich arrangement (Fig. 6.3). This observation confirms the conversion of MXenes to TiO2 

during the continuous hydrothermal treatment. HRTEM images further show that Ti2CTx exists 

in single and few-layered nanosheets with TiO2 nanoparticles grown on the surface of MXene 

and amorphous carbon (Fig. 6.3g). HRTEM also reveals the lattice planes of anatase TiO2, 

Ti2C MXene, and carbonaceous carbon (Fig. 6.3b, 6.3d & 6.3f) with parallel fringe spacings 

of 0.35 nm and 1.30 nm for TiO2 and Ti2C MXene which agrees with SEM and XRD results. 

TEM images also reveal the flake-like morphology of MXene with TiO2 nanocrystals nucleated 

on its surface, with amorphous and crystalline carbonaceous carbon also present. A d-spacing 

of 0.33 nm is also measured in the HRTEM image, which can be attributed to graphitic 

carbon[155]. The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern shows that MXene retained 

the hexagonal diffraction spots (inlet image in Fig. 6.3c)[34,249,264,265].  

 

Fig. 6.3 (a-b) & (d-f) HRTEM images (c) TEM and (c inlet) SAED pattern of NMT 

nanocomposites showing lattice fringes of Ti2C and TiO2 
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XPS analysis was carried out to determine the elemental composition and surface chemistry of 

the NMT nanocomposites. The acquired survey spectrum (Fig. 6.4a) for each sample shows 

the presence of titanium (Ti), carbon (C), nitrogen (N), oxygen (O), and fluorine (F). The High-

resolution Ti 2p spectrum of NMT samples was fitted with four doublet pairs (Ti 2p3/2 and Ti 

2p1/2) with a fixed area ratio equal to 2:1 and a doublet separation of 5.7 eV, note for clarity, 

the fits of the Ti 2p spectra are shown offset from the photoelectron speaks after subtraction of 

a Shirley background. The Ti 2p3/2 components are positioned at 458.9 eV, 458.0 eV, 455.7 eV 

and 454.6 eV. The Ti 2p3/2 component centred at 458.9 eV is dominant associated with Ti4+ 

ions, indicating the presence of TiO2, and the lower binding Ti 2p3/2 component at 458.0 eV is 

associated with reduced charge state titanium ions (TixOy). The Ti 2p3/2 component centred at 

455.7 eV represents sub-stoichiometric titanium oxides or oxycarbides, and the Ti 2p3/2 

component centred at 454.6 eV is assigned to Ti-C bonds present in the 

composites[226,266],[267].  Ti2C was not completely converted to TiO2; this can be seen in 

the XPS spectrum of C1s core level showing the presence of Ti-C bonds due to component 

located at 281.1 eV along with other components at 288.6 eV, and 284.7 eV corresponding to 

(O-C=O and C-F), C-O and C-C (sp2) bonds respectively[226,268]. The presence of the N 1s 

signal further confirms the exciting chemistry of functionalising MXene using CHFS via 

doping with nitrogen atoms to enhance its electronic properties. The high-resolution N 1s 

spectrum could be fitted with two peaks centred at 400.8 eV and 399.1 eV corresponding to 

protonated pyridinic nitrogen and pyrrolic nitrogen respectively[261,269]. An absence of Ti-N 

peaks at 350 °C indicates that the nitrogen doping process did not begin until about a 

temperature of 400 °C (Fig. 6.4a & 6.4c). Elemental analysis (Fig. 6b) shows that NMT 

nanocomposites contain an approximate average of 42.50 wt % oxygen, 29.50 wt % carbon, 

20.73 wt % titanium, 2.30 wt % aluminium, 1.87 wt % nitrogen, 2.42 wt % fluorine, and 0.62 

wt % chlorine, confirming that NMT nanocomposites are nitrogen-doped and carbon-rich.  
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Fig. 6.4. (a) XPS survey scans (b) XPS elemental quantification (c) High-resolution spectra 

of C(1s), N(1s), O(1s) and Ti(2p) core levels showing the chemical bonding states in NMT 

nanocomposites (Measurements and fittings done by Dr. David Morgan) 

To determine the crystalline phase structures, present in the NMT nanocomposites and the 

effect of hydrothermal treatment on the d-spacing of Ti2C, XRD analysis (Fig. 6.5a) was 

carried out. Relatively sharp diffraction peaks of crystalline TiO2 were observed at 2theta = 

25.3°, 37.2°, 47.8° and 54.1°, which corresponds to the (101), (004), (200), and (105) peaks of 

anatase TiO2 (JCPDS Card no. 21-1271)[226,268,270] . The intensity of these peaks (especially 

101 peaks) can be observed to increase as temperature increases from 350 °C to 450 °C, 

indicating more TiO2 being formed. However, the (002) peak of Ti2C MXene shifts to a lower 

angle of 2 theta = 7° as compared to the starting material (d-MXene), indicating an increase in 

interlayer distance resulting from TiO2 formation in between MXene sheets after heating[264]. 

A peak at 14.5° is also observed and can be attributed to carbonaceous carbon. According to 

the Scherrer equation, the average size of TiO2 nanoparticles in NMT350 and NMT450 is 32 
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nm and 34 nm, respectively. The XRD pattern also shows that the (002) diffraction peaks of 

Ti2AlC broadened with a shift towards lower angles, indicating an increase in d-spacing in the 

MXene sample due to removal of Al layer. In addition, (002) peak is the dominant peak, 

indicating the majority of the NMT nanocomposite is the MXene phase. 

To observe the change in the electronic properties and vibrational modes of untreated Ti2C and 

NMT nanocomposites, the Raman technique was used. The Raman spectra below (Fig. 6.5b) 

show the constituents of the prepared samples. A prominent Raman peak centred at 149 cm-1 

corresponds to anatase TiO2, whose intensity increases as temperature increases, signifying 

more TiO2 formation[265],[270]. Also shown are three Raman peaks centred at 250 cm-1, 410 

cm-1, and 612 cm-1 attributed to vibrations from Ti2C[271]. These peaks are observed to exhibit 

a redshift as temperature increases owing to thinning of MXene layers. D and G peaks at 1347 

cm-1 and 1588 cm-1, respectively, indicate the formation of graphitic carbon during the 

hydrothermal process, which increases with temperature[268]. The G band is attributed to the 

E2g vibration modes of sp2 carbon atoms associated with the graphitic core, while the D band 

represents the sp3 carbon atoms. 

 

Fig. 6.5(a) XRD patterns and (b) Raman spectra of NMT nanocomposites showing phases 

and vibrational modes respectively 

TiO2 nanoparticles have been produced in situ through a one-step hydrothermal process from 

MXene and ammonia as a starting precursor. MXenes (containing Ti atoms) is oxidised during 

the hydrothermal method and form TiO2 on the edges of the MXene sheets, and the surface 

defects are produced after the etching process. As the hydrothermal process proceeds, the 

nucleus of the TiO2 particles grows due to the diffusion of Ti atoms from the MXene surface. 

Ti-C bonds are broken during this process, C-C bonds are formed, and an anticipated CO2 is 

released during the reaction process as supported by precedence from literature[268]. A 
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combination of all these processes results in the formation of TiO2 nanoparticles on the surface 

of N-doped MXene sheets. 

Unlike conventional anode material preparation, the NMT nanocomposites were fabricated 

through aqueous processing into electrodes as a binder-free Li-ion anode material without 

addition of polymeric binders or conductive agents. In a 1:10 w/v ratio, NMT materials were 

dispersed in de-ionised water and stirred for 12 hours. The viscous slurries were coated onto 

Cu foil substrate and dried.  

A conventional method, using a two-electrode cell configuration and 1M LiPF6 in EC/DMC 

(1:1 v/v) electrolyte, was employed for electrochemical characterisation of NMT samples. 

Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) and Galvanostatic charge- discharge (GCD) measurements were 

carried out over a voltage range of 0 – 3 V versus Li/Li+. Fig. 6.6a and Fig. 6.6b shows the 

cyclic voltammogram of NMT350 and NMT450 electrodes respectively at a sweep rate of 0.1 

mV s-1
.  

The CV curves show broad peaks in the range of 1.0 V to 2.0 V occurring during the lithiation 

and de-lithiation process associated with the reversible intercalation of Li+ in Ti2C. During the 

first cycle, a distict lithiation peak was observed at 0.6 V which disappears on subsequent 

cycles due to the formation of solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer. Also evident in the CV 

curves is the reversible insertion of lithium in TiO2 with a coincident peak at 2.0 V indicating 

oxidation of the TiO2[85,272].  

Through galvanostatic cycling at a current density of 30 mA g-1, the cycling stability of NMT 

electrodes was assessed (Fig. 6.6e and 6.6f). Results show that both NMT350 and NMT450 

electrodes offer excellent capacity retention over 50 cycles. NMT350 showed an increase in 

initial gravimetric capacity of 305 mAh g-1 to 339 mAh g-1, while NMT450 showed an increase 

from an initial gravimetric capacity of 313 mAh g-1 to 339 mAh g-1. This trend has previously 

been reported for TiO2 and other transition metal-based anodes[223,273]. This increment in 

capacity can be attributed to the repeated intercalation and de-intercalation of Li+ in Ti2C that 

creates an increase in the interlayer spacing and consequently increases the lithiation capacity 

of the material[111,274,275]. The efficiency with which charge is transferred in these NMT-

based electrode materials was measured. An increment in coulumbic efficiency from an initial 

value of 40.2 % and 19.4 % to an average of 99.1 % and 99.8 % in NMT350 and NMT450 

respectively was observed for the last ten cycles (Fig. 6.6h).  
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The differential capacity (Fig. 6.6c and 6.6d) and voltage profiles (Fig. 6.6e and 6.6f) of the 

NMT350 and NMT450 electrodes describes the electrochemical processes occurring for cycles 

10, 30, and 50, where the slope of the voltage profiles show that Li+ is stored over a wide 

potential range. 

 

Fig. 6.6(a &b) Cyclic voltammogram of the 1st, 2nd and 10th cycle of NMT half-cell using a 

sweep rate of 0.1 mV/s in the potential range of 0 – 3 V. (c & d) Differential capacity plots of 

the NMT electrodes derived from the voltage profiles in e & f). (e & f) Voltage profiles of the 

10th, 30th and 50th cycles of the NMT350 electrode cycled in c & d).  

The differential capacity plot for the untreated MXene (Fig. 6.6d) showed a less prominent 

peak between 1.0 V and 2.0 V, indicating the restriction of Li+ ions to the interlayer spacing 

due to the absence of TiO2 that keeps the Ti2C sheets separated. In contrast, the differential 
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capacity of NMT electrodes (Fig. 6.6d & 6.6f) exhibit a dominant and broad peak between 

1.0 V and 2.0 V during charge and discharge cycles. This potential region can be associated 

with the insertion of lithium into anatase TiO2 and intercalation of Li+ in Ti2C. 

 

Fig. 6.7 (a) Specific charge and discharge capacities of untreated MXene and NMT electrodes 

(h) coulombic efficiencies of the NMT electrode over 50 cycles using a current density of 30 

mA g-1 in the potential region of 0 – 3 V. (i) Complete specific charge and discharge capacity 

of untreated MXene electrode over 75 cycles using a current density of 30 mA g-1 in the 

potential region of 0 – 3 V. 

 

GCD measurements were also performed for the untreated MXene precursor material. From 

this analysis, the electrochemical performance of the NMT electrodes was superior to the 

untreated MXene precursor material which showed a lower initial capacity of 212 mAh g-1 and 

poorer capacity retention (Fig. 6.6g). In contrast to untreated MXene precursor, NMT 

electrodes showed enhanced gravimetric capacity due to the sandwich arrangement of the 
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nanocomposite, where TiO2 nanoparticles are embedded between Ti2C sheets, thereby 

increasing the accessibility of Li+ ions through separation of the Ti2C sheets (Fig. 6.2). In 

addition, TiO2 also exhibit electrochemical activity and contributes to the capacity of the NMT 

nanocomposite through reversible insertion and removal of Li+ ions during charge and 

discharge cycles. 

It is evident from literature that the surface area of MXenes can be enhanced via oxidation or 

delamination that concurrently creates an increase in its specific capacity[155,226]. As a result, 

the processing of MXene material via CHFS route enhances the material’s specific capacity 

and capacity retention due to the enhancing properties of TiO2, compared to untreated 

delaminated MXene.  

6.3.Conclusion 

One of the aims of this doctoral study was to synthesise and functionalise 2D MXene through 

the continuous hydrothermal synthetic route. In this research work, functionalising MXenes 

via N-doping and growing of TiO2 nanocrystals has been investigated for energy storage 

applications. Herein, a controlled single-step hydrothermal synthesis of NMT nanocomposites 

was developed using aqueous solutions of Ti2C MXene and ammonia as precursors. Through 

this method, a means of doping and controlled synthesis of TiO2 nanoparticles grown on Ti2C 

MXene was achieved.  The as-synthesised NMT nanomaterials were fabricated into a Li-ion 

anode material without the use of binders.  

The as-synthesised NMT electrodes showed distinct advantages as an electrode material in 

LIBs, such as improved accessibility of Li+ ions, increased specific capacity and stable capacity 

retention, which yield capacitance values (339 mAh g-1) higher than non-delaminated Ti2C 

MXenes electrodes, and are more environmentally friendly than conventional graphite-based 

LIBs. 

CHFS shows an environmentally friendly approach in the synthesis of NMT nanocomposites 

as promising Li-ion anode materials. In addition, through aqueous processing, the electrodes 

are fabricated, thereby removing the need for toxic solvents in LIBs. From the unique 

collections of CHFS materials in the development of fast and green hydrothermal technologies, 

this work adds a significant contribution to the research growth in the energy storage industry.  
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Chapter 7 

Enhanced Electrochemical performance of Hydrothermally 

Synthesised N-doped TiO2 -Ti3C2 and N-doped TiO2-Ti2C MXenes 

Nanocomposites via Delamination with Cyrene. 

7.1. Introduction 

One of the fundamental changes in the experimental practices of 2D nanomaterial research is 

the increasing potential to exfoliate and delaminate single layer nanomaterials from their 

primary bulk phase material, and the scalability of the process from lab scale to large scale with 

a high productivity. Exfoliation techniques such as liquid phase exfoliation (LPE) of layered 

materials have been reported in literature and proven effective in the exfoliation and 

delamination of layered materials form their bulk counterparts [148–152]. 

 MXenes are derived from their parent bulk MAX phase precursors through chemical 

exfoliation, intercalation and delamination processes to yield colloidal dispersions of single 

and few-layered MXenes [48,226,266]. MXenes are hydrophilic; enabling its aqueous 

processing and show high electrical conductivity and unique morphology. The structure of 

MXenes also enables the intercalation of various ions and molecules which contributes to its 

energy storage capacity. MXenes are useful in several applications such as photocatalysis, 

water desalination, bio sensing and energy storage.  

The use of water and bio-based solvents in material engineering offer a friendly material 

synthesis approach, as they offer similar functionalities compared to their somewhat toxic 

counterparts. NMP has been reported as a composition in the electrode fabrication of cathode 

materials[276]. However, NMP’s safety and damage to the environment is of concern which 

has prompted several research into exploring and finding a replacement in the processing of 

electrode materials. Cyrene could be an alternative intercalant for dipolar aprotic solvents such 

as NMP and DMF in the MXene delamination process due to its non-toxic and eco-friendly 

nature. The use of  cyrene in electrode fabrication would depend firstly on the solubility of 

PVDF (a commonly used binder in electrode processing) in  cyrene, and if any, a contributing 

factor of  cyrene to easier electrode fabrication, and perhaps enhanced electrode performance.  

Cyrene has similar properties to NMP and has been studied more recently to explore its green 
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benefit owing to its biodegradability which contributes to a clean environment[156,276,277]. 

Cyrene has been explored in the processing of 2D materials like graphene, and has been 

reported to improve the conductivity of graphene inks[278,279]. 

This chapter reports the structure of  cyrene, its properties, and its functionality as an 

intercalating agent in the delamination of MXenes.  

In this research work, exfoliated Ti3C2 and Ti2C MXenes were delaminated using a bio-

degradable solvent;  cyrene, into single and few-layered MXenes. The  cyrene-delaminated 

MXenes were introduced in separate experiments as precursors to synthesize N-doped MXene- 

TiO2 nanocomposites and tested for their electrochemical properties. 

 

7.2. Results and Discussion 

7.2.1. Bio-Degradable Solvent-Assisted Delamination of Multi-Layered MXenes. 

The morphology and particle analysis of MXCYR were investigated using SEM and TEM 

respectively. After HF treatment of Ti2AlC (Fig. 7.1a), the resulting material was exfoliated 

MXene as seen in Fig. 7.1b which is similar to what has been reported in literature[155], where 

MXene showed an accordion-like morphology as compared to the starting Ti2AlC material. 

The addition of  cyrene to the exfoliated MXene while concurrently sonicating the mixture 

resulted in the delamination of MXene layers into few layered and single 2D MXene sheets 

(Fig. 7.1c-f). This is due to the weakening of the Van der Waals forces between the MXene 

layers through sonication and intercalation, resulting to separation of sheets. 

The SEM image in Fig. 7.1(c) showed that  cyrene successfully delaminated multi-layered 

MXenes into few-layered and single MXene sheets via sonication. Initially, SEM analysis from 

preliminary work 1 where probe (Fig. 7.1d) and bath (Fig. 7.1e) sonication methods were used 

showed that both methods were successful in obtaining delaminated sheets of MXenes. 

However, some multi-layered MXenes were observed in both techniques, with more defects 

present in probe-sonicated MXenes. This prompted an optimisation of the synthetic strategies 

used in preliminary work 1 by increasing the sonication time to 2 h and 20 h for probe and bath 

respectively, and volume of  cyrene solvent used to 40 ml and 60 ml in both sonication methods. 

Figures 7.2a and 7.2b are SEM images of MXene samples sonicated using a probe with 40 ml 

and 60 ml of  cyrene respectively, and figures 7.2c and 7.2d are bath-sonicated MXene samples 

with 40 ml and 60 ml of  cyrene respectively. As observed from these SEM images (Fig. 7.2a-

d), an increase in the volume of  cyrene showed improved delamination of MXene sheets in 
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both probe (Fig. 7.2b) and bath (Fig. 7.2d) sonication methods, as more single MXene sheets 

are observed. Similar to observations in preliminary work 1, prolonged sonication time also 

contributed to improved delamination, and produce MXenes with more defects and smaller 

flake sizes. 

 

Fig. 7.1 SEM of (a) Start-up MAX phase material, (b) Accordion-like structure of exfoliated 

Ti2C MXene, (c) MXCYR showing successful delamination into single few-layered sheets, 

(d) MXCYR delaminated sample via Probe sonication for 30 min, (e) MXCYR delaminated 

sample via bath sonication for 1 h, and (f) MXCYR delaminated sample via bath sonication 

for 3.5 h 
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Fig. 7.2 SEM of (a) MXCYR sonicated by probe for 2 h in 40 ml cyrene solvent, (b) 

MXCYR sonicated by probe for 2 h in 60 ml cyrene solvent, (c) MXCYR sonicated by bath 

for 24 h in 40 ml cyrene solvent, and (d) MXCYR sonicated by bath for 24 h in 60 ml cyrene 

solvent 

The TEM micrographs of MXCYR showed the presence of single and stacked sheets of MXene 

(Fig. 7.3a) after delamination with  cyrene. Surface defects (Fig. 7.3b) of nanometre sizes were 

also observed after the delamination process. These defects can be attributed to both 

concentration of HF acid after etching, and prolonged sonication time of MXene. Surface 

defects can be advantageous in providing sites for intercalation of ions in  MXene  which 

increases the storage capacity, but can also be detrimental by limiting achievable voltage 

window through electrolyte decomposition[280]. These defects have been reported in 

functionalised graphene and some MXenes, and can act as nucleation sites for metal oxides in 

MXene nanocomposites[281,282]. TiO2 nanoparticles were observed to be randomly 

distributed across the surface of MXene sheets (Fig. 7.3c), attributed to fast oxidation of 

MXene on exposure to air.  
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Fig. 7.3 TEM of MXCYR showing (a) single and stacked MXene sheets (b) MXene sheets 

with defects marked with arrows (c) TiO2 nanoparticles (d) SAED diffraction pattern of 

MXene sheet (c) lattice fringe of Ti2C MXene 

 

Fig. 7.4 (a) XRD pattern showing crystallinity and (b) Raman spectra with D and G bands of 

Cyrene-delaminated Ti2C MXene 

The as-synthesised MXCYR material was also confirmed to retain its hexagonal P63/mmc 

structure as seen in the acquired SAED pattern of MXene sheets (Fig.7.3d). This shows that 

there is no degradation in structure after the  cyrene delamination process.  

The high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) micrographs also showed the lattice fringe spacing of 

MXene crystal (Fig. 7.3e), where a 0.33 nm d-spacing was measured and corresponds to the 
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lattice of Ti2C MXenes. This measured value corresponds to that reported in the literature of 

Ti2C MXene[262]. 

XRD pattern of as-prepared for Ti2CCYR MXene is shown in Fig. 7.4, where a shift in the 

(002) peak of starting un-delaminated MXene is observed downward and broadened. These 

downward shift in diffraction positions have been previously attributed to intercalation of 

solvents during the delamination process [283] . Herein, the sharp (002) diffraction peak for 

un-delaminated MXene at 2θ = 9.8° prior to delamination and shifted downward to 8.95° after 

delamination process. This confirms a successful delamination of Ti2C MXenes with a 

biodegradable solvent ( cyrene), and it agrees with the observed SEM and TEM images of 

single and few-layered Ti2C MXene sheets. It is also notable that there is no presence of (101) 

diffraction peak of TiO2 in the MXCYR sample that could have been attributed to the oxidation 

of MXenes in cyrene, despite being immersed in cyrene solvent for 20 hours. 

Raman spectra  in Fig. 7.4b described the vibrational modes of Ti2C MXene where peaks 

centred at 249 cm-1, 410 cm-1
 and 612 cm-1 are observed and identified as vibrations from Ti2C. 

The absence of a peak at 149 cm-1 indicates no presence of anatase TiO2 in the sample from 

oxidation. Similarly, to XRD analysis, Raman also confirmed no oxidative effect from  cyrene 

assisted delamination on Ti2C MXenes. 

From the above SEM, TEM, XRD and Raman analysis, it confirms the successful delamination 

of Ti2C MXenes with  cyrene. As a result, the same experimental procedure was extended to 

Ti3C2 MXenes and tested for electrochemical performance 

After the successful delamination of Ti2C MXene with  cyrene, etched Ti3C2 MXenes were 

delaminated using similar method to further delaminate multi-layered Ti3C2 MXenes into 

single and few layered MXene sheets. Fig. 7.5 below shows the SEM image of  cyrene 

delaminated Ti3C2 MXene upon treatment with  cyrene, where a typical accordion-like 

morphology is observed and compose of single and few layered Ti3C2 sheets. This confirms 

the successful delamination of MXene with  cyrene.  

The crystallinity and chemical structure analysis of the delaminated Ti3C2 were investigated by 

XRD and Raman spectroscopy respectively (Fig. 7.9).  
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Fig. 7.5 SEM of  cyrene-delaminated Ti3C2 showing single and multi-layered Ti3C2 sheets 

With a two-electrode cell configuration, the electrochemical performance of cyrene- 

delaminated Ti2C and Ti3C2 MXenes were investigated over a potential range of 0 – 3 V versus 

Li/Li+. Fig. 7.6 and Fig. 7.7 show the CV and GCD plots of Ti2CCYR and Ti3C2CYR 

respectively, where a specific capacitance value of 538 F g-1 at 0.1 mV s-1 was measured for 

Ti2CYR in the first cycle and reduced to 302 F g-1 after 5 cycles. This specific capacitance 

value exceeds that of DMSO delaminated Ti2C MXenes previously reported in literature [192]. 

This increment can be attributed to the increase in interlayer spacing of Ti2C MXene after 

delamination with cyrene. On the other hand, Ti3C2CYR CV profile showed a specific 

capacitance value of 967 F g-1 at 0.1 mV s-1 and reduced to 625 F g-1
 over 5 cycles (Fig. 7.7). 

Despite reports in literature on the blockage of pores by cyrene[277], which limits the 

accessible surface area, this improvement in the electrochemical performance of cyrene-

delaminated MXenes show otherwise. Such improvement is attributed to the increase in the 

interlayer spacing between MXene sheets through  cyrene introduction between MXene layers. 

In addition, an improvement in charge transfer also contributed to the increase in 

electrochemical performance. The enhancement of charge transfer kinetics results from the 

improved conductivity from  cyrene processing of MXenes (Fig. S3). This observation has 

been reported in the processing of 2D graphene inks[279]. 
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Fig. 7.6 (a) CV profile at 0.1 mV s-1 (b) Capacitance retention (c) GCD plot (d) Coulombic 

efficiency evaluation and (e)  Coulombic efficiency plot of Ti2CYR over 5 cycles 

 

Fig. 7.7 (a) CV profile at 0.1 mV s-1 and (b) Capacitance retention (c) GCD plot (d) 

Coulombic efficiency evaluation and (e) Coulombic efficiency plot of Ti3C2CYR over 5 

cycles 
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7.2.2. CHFS of NMT nanocomposites using  cyrene -delaminated Ti3C2 MXenes 

Using the HF- assisted MAX phase exfoliation technique described by Gogotsi and co-

workers[18], Ti3C2 and Ti2C MXenes were synthesised and further delaminated into single and 

few-layered MXenes with  cyrene as the delaminating agent. Upon electrochemical analysis of 

both  cyrene-delaminated MXenes (Ti2CCYR and Ti3C2CYR), Ti3C2CYR showed a better 

electrochemical performance (967 F g-1) which made it the choice of starting precursor for the 

preparation of N-doped MXene-TiO2 nanocomposites.  

Ti3C2CYR MXenes were dispersed in de-ionised water and pumped into the CHFS reactor as 

a precursor, along with ammonia as a doping agent at a temperature of 350 °C and pressure of 

24.8 MPa to synthesise N-doped MXenes decorated with TiO2 nanoparticles. Through CHFS, 

MXene is hydrothermally oxidised in a controlled manner to form TiO2 nanoparticles on its 

edges and sheet surfaces. During the hydrothermal process, the Ti-C bonds are broken, Ti-O, 

Ti-N and C-C bonds are formed to produce N-doped MXene TiO2 nanocomposites. 

The as-synthesised nanocomposites were characterised for different analyses, and further 

formulated into electrodes for electrochemical analysis. 

 

Fig. 7.8 SEM images of (a) N-Ti3C2 and (b) N-Ti2C MXenes 

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images (Fig. 7.8) show the hydrothermal effect on 

MXenes through the formation of spherical particles on the edges and surfaces of MXene 

sheets. Therein, both nanocomposites (N-Ti3C2-TiO2 and N-Ti2C-TiO2) showed the typical 

accordion-like structure of separated MXene sheets with spherical particles randomly 

distributed on the edges and across the surface of the MXene sheets. At this near-supercritical 

environment created in the CHFS reactor, TiO2 is hydrothermally formed from a controlled 

MXene oxidation through adjusting the reaction temperature, pressure and flow rate of the 

precursors. The nanocomposites also showed a sandwich-like arrangement of TiO2 
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nanoparticles embedded between MXene sheets, which is in agreement with previously 

reported data[192]. This sandwich arrangement has been reported to keep the MXene sheets 

separated to facilitate intercalation of Li+ ions and access to electrolyte ions.  

Fig. 7.9a show the diffraction peaks of the starting precursor (cyrene delaminated Ti3C2 T) 

prior to CHFS process and N-doped MXenes-TiO2 nanocomposites after CHFS process (N-

Ti3C2 TiO2). It can be observed that the (002) peak of N-Ti3C2-TiO2 shifted towards lower 

angles compared to that of the starting precursor. This diffraction peak shift confirms the 

further expansion of the interlayer spacing of MXene which further delaminates MXenes into 

single and few-layered sheets through intercalation with hydrothermally grown TiO2 on the 

surface of MXene sheets. This observation has been reported in the literature of MXenes 

[226,284]. The XRD spectra also show the presence of a peak at 2θ = 25° that corresponds to 

the (101) plane of anatase TiO2 (JCPDS card no. 00-021-1272)[192,268]. However, this 

diffraction peak is not prominent in the nanocomposites when compared to the (002) diffraction 

peaks of MXene, making MXene the dominant phase in the nanocomposites. Another 

distinctive observed in the XRD spectra after CHFS is the carbonaceous peak at 2θ =14 ° 

resulting from the formation of C-C bonds during the hydrothermal process. This observation 

is in agreement with reported literature on hydrothermally treated MXenes[192]. 

 

Fig. 7.9 (a) XRD showing the phase composition and (b) Raman spectrum of N-Ti3C2 and N-

Ti3C2 MXenes 

The typical features in the Raman spectrum of as-synthesised N-MXenes were the vibrational 

modes of Ti3C2 and TiO2 which are consistent with those reported in literature (Fig. 7.9b). 

Therein, the as-prepared N-Ti3C2 MXene showed typical Raman bands of Ti3C2 MXene with 

D and G bands at 1328 and 1564 cm-1 representing graphitic carbon due to the conductive 
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carbide which provides enhanced electrochemical properties by fast charge transfer between 

carbide layers[285]. In addition, bands of TiO2 are observed at 144, 394 and 621 cm-1 which 

corresponds to Eg(1), B1g and Eg(3) vibrational modes of Ti-O bonds respectively[286,287]. The 

increment in ID/IG ratio of NTi3C2TiO2CYR showed presence of structural defects and highly 

disordered amorphous carbon in the sample which could have been formed during the growth 

of TiO2 on the surface of Ti3C2 MXene sheets. 

 

Fig. 7.10 (a) XPS Scan of F(1s), O(1s), Ti(2p) and C(1s) core levels showing the chemical 

bonding states in NTi3C2CYR (XPS data measured and fittings done by Dana Popescu, 

National Institute of Materials Physics, Magurele -Romania). 

 

XPS analysis of NTi3C2TiO2CYR was conducted to determine its chemical composition and 

valence states. XPS scan (Fig. 7.10) showed the presence of Ti, C, N, O and F in the sample at 

22.23%, 32.25%, 3.94%, 36.92% and 4.66% respectively. High-resolution N 1s spectrum of 

Ti3C2 NMT-CYR shown in Fig. 11(c) was deconvoluted into two peaks at 400.0 eV and 401.9 

eV binding energies. The components correspond to pyrrolic nitrogen and graphitic N, 

respectively[192,288]. The O1s spectra showed three deconvoluted peaks at 530.2, 531.6 and 

533.0 eV attributed to C-Ti-Ox, O-Ti-O and C-Ti-OH 1s cores respectively[289]. The Ti 2p 

peaks were deconvoluted into six main peaks of Ti2p3/2 and Ti2p1/2 at (455.3, 461.0), (456.6, 

462.5) and (458.7, 465) eV, associated with Ti-C, Ti2+, and Ti4+
 respectively. The Ti2p 
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associated with +4 oxidation state indicates the presence of TiO2 in the nanocomposite. Four 

peaks were fitted from C 1s core associated with C-Ti, C-Ti-O, C-C, and C-O at 281.5, 284.0, 

286.2, and 288.5 eV respectively. All fitted peaks are comparable to existing 

literature[192,288,289].  

 

 

Fig. 7.11(a) CV profile and (b) Capacitance retention of NTi3C2CYRTiO2 (c) GCD plots (d) 

Coulombic efficiency estimation (e) Coulombic efficiency plot of NTi3C2CYRTiO2 over 5 

cycles. 

Fig. 7.11a showed the CV curves of NTi3C2CYRTiO2 electrode at a scan rate of 0.1 mVs-1 for 

5 cycles. The MXene nanocomposite is observed to experience a pseudocapacitive behaviour 

owing to its nearly-rectangular shaped CV, where lithiation and de-lithiation processes in the 

electrode material are occurring, coupled with surface redox reactions between 1 – 3 V owing 

to lithium intercalation into TiO2 and NTi3C2 sheets.  During the first cycle, an irreversible 

peak between 0 and 0.52 V occurred due to the formation of SEI, owing to electrolyte 

decomposition or unwanted reactions between the electrode and electrolyte. This peak was no 

longer visible on subsequent cycles owing to already formed SEI layer. The peaks at 1.76 V 

can be attributed to the redox reaction of Ti3+/Ti4+ in TiO2 [285]. Lithiation and de-lithiation 

peaks in NTi3C2CYRTiO2 were also observed between 2.1 and 2.5 V, which agrees with 

reported literature[111,192,268].  
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The NTi3C2CYR MXene electrode delivered a specific capacitance of 1426 F g-1 at 0.1 mV s-

1 (Fig. 7.11b). The GCD curves (Fig. 7.11c) show a slightly linear potential vs. time plot with 

no plateau, indicating presence of pseudocapacitive storage mechanism owing to surface redox 

reactions, with a coulombic efficiency of 95% at initial cycling (Fig. 7.10e). However, after 5 

cycles of charge and discharge, it showed a poor capacity retention as its capacity reduced to 

387 F g-1 with a coulombic efficiency of 83%. This low capacitance values could be attributed 

to the aggregation of TiO2 nanoparticles which limits lithiation and delithiation processes by 

limiting access to electrochemically active sites. These aggregated TiO2 nanoparticles also 

limits their function as a Li+ host as compared to well dispersed TiO2 nanoparticles[285]. 

7.3. Conclusion 

Delaminated MXenes were successfully prepared by the ultrasonication of multi-layered 

MXenes in cyrene, as an alternative delaminating agent to DMSO. Through a continuous 

hydrothermal flow process, Ti3C2 -TiO2 nanocomposites were synthesised from the cyrene-

delaminated MXenes and nitrogen-doped in-situ using water soluble precursors. The cyrene-

delaminated N-doped 2D MXene nanocomposites showed capacitive electrochemical 

behaviour with a specific capacitance of 387 F g-1 and coulombic efficiency of 83% after 5 

cycles. This work provides background knowledge into developing cyrene-based MXenes as 

an environmentally friendly approach in synthesising single and few-layered MXenes that can 

be modified into composites for enhanced electrochemical properties. The improved 

capacitance value when compared to the starting precursor (Ti3C2CYR) could be attributed to 

enhanced Li+ access to the interlayer spacing between 2D MXene sheets owing to expansion 

of the interlayer distance between MXene sheets which shortened the ion diffusion path, and 

increased accessibility to electrolyte ions. 
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Chapter 8 

Future direction 

2D materials hold a promising future in the engineering of energy storage materials for high 

energy and power applications. These materials exhibit exciting properties owing to their 

quantum confinement, and can be researched extensively through functionalisation and 

enhancement of material into nanocomposites for superior performance.  Herein, 2D materials 

have been explored in energy storage applications with results showing room for improvement 

in the synthetic methodologies explored. Through CHFS, several nanomaterials and 

nanocomposites were successfully prepared and functionalised insitu within fraction of a 

second, saving reasonable time and promoting aqueous processing which limits the use of some 

toxic solvents that has caused environmental concerns.   

The future direction of this research work will involve exploring the influence of  mass loading 

of MnO2 on rGO sheets. This would involve conducting electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (EIS) studies to understand the influence of MnO2 on the resistive properties of 

the nanocomposite as the mass loading of MnO2 increases. The EIS study will provide a 

Nyquist plot that describes the solution and bulk resistance of the MnO2-rGO electrode. Also, 

another area that probes an investigation would be the choice of electrolyte used as many 

reported literatures focused more on aqueous based electrolytes which provides a different 

chemistry of electrochemical reactions. As such, aqueous solutions such as 6M KOH, 1M 

LiNO3 and 1M Na2SO4 can be explored as electrolytes to analyse the electrochemical 

performance of the as-synthesised MnO2-rGO nanocomposites. A smaller potential range 

could be implored in future electrochemical tests as MnO2-rGO could be storing more and 

undergo a reversible lithiation and de-lithiation process over a narrow potential window. This 

is also evident in literature studies as most potential range are between 0 and 1 V. It would also 

be a good recommendation to improve electrode fabrication process in terms of enhancing the 

nanocomposite with more conductive carbon black due to low conductivity of MnO2, which 

simultaneously improve charge transfer and reduce the weight percentage of the active 

material. Furthermore, annealing MnO2-rGO nanocomposites is recommended to improve its 

physio-chemical and structural properties for use as an electrode material for lithium-ion 

batteries[290]. Also, exploring other morphological variation of MnO2 could be beneficial in 

improving the electrochemical performance of the nanocomposite as MnO2 with a sheet-like 
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structure has been reported in literature to show improved electrochemical properties due to its 

larger surface area and more chemical active sites[291]. On the quest of green methodology in 

producing nanomaterials, CHFS as an advantageous methodology in morphology control and 

variation of nanomaterials can be employed to produce sheet-like MnO2 and explore its 

electrochemical properties. MnO2 should be combined with green carbon-based materials to 

produce environmentally friendly composites for use as light-weight electrode materials. 

Also, using CHFS an advantage, it would be ideal to explore different morphological variation 

of TiO2 and rGO which may offer more electrochemically active sites for charge storage. 

Furthermore, TiO2-rGO can be combined with other carbonaceous such as CQDs to offer its 

high surface area and fast electron transfer kinetics towards improving its electrochemical 

performance.  

The results in this research work showed an absence of TiO2 diffraction peaks in the XRD 

pattern of MXCYR. This probes an investigation of the antioxidative effect of  cyrene on 

MXenes. Due to the susceptibility of MXenes to oxidation when exposed to air or aqueous 

medium, this future study will provide more information on the activities of the different types 

of MXenes in cyrene, the use of cyrene as a non-toxic antioxidizing delaminant, and processing 

of MXenes in cyrene as a preferred dispersing medium. Also, incorporating silicon 

nanostructures into as-synthesised NMT nanocomposites would be highly recommended. 

Silicon is being extensively researched as a promising electrode material for LIBs owing to its 

higher theoretical capacity when compared to commercially used carbon-based electrode, and 

NMT nanocomposites would provide improved structure to overcome the stability of Si during 

lithiation process. Through my proposed methodology; CHFS, silicon can be introduced into 

NMT nanocomposites and simultaneously doped in-situ to improve its conductivity, hence 

enhancing the storage capacity of Li+ ions. Based on this research work outcome, further 

optimisation of the delamination route for m-MXene is recommended to produce better 

delaminated MXenes with single or few-layered sheets, which creates more accessible surface 

area for electrolyte ions and concurrently, Li-ion storage. 

This work novelty extends into exploring  cyrene in the delamination of hydrothermally 

synthesised N-doped MXenes- TiO2 nanocomposites. Following a good electrochemical 

analysis of NTi3C2CYR nanocomposites, it would be recommended to run the as-synthesised 

nanocomposite for longer cycles (>1000) and evaluate its electrochemical performance. 

Similarly, it would be ideal to perform a rate capability test on as-synthesised nanocomposites 
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at increasing scan rates to study the capacitive behaviour and determine the dominant charge 

storage mechanism in the nanocomposite. This can also be done on GCD at different charge-

discharge densities to evaluate the stability of as-synthesised nanocomposites over multiple 

cycles (>1000). Exploring the performance of the as-synthesised nanocomposites in various 

electrolytes (e.g., 1M Na2SO4, 1M LiNO3, 0.5M H2SO4, 6M KOH etc.) will provide means of 

optimising the electrochemical performance of N-doped  cyrene delaminated MXenes for use 

in metal-ion batteries. Furthermore, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy tests should be 

carried out on as-synthesised materials prior to running CV and GCD tests to understand the 

electrical resistance (impedance) of the electrode/electrolyte interface and estimate the 

capacitance of the nanomaterial.  

Lastly, it will be advantageous to explore the different morphologies of MXenes (scrolls, 

plates, crumpled sheets, spheres)[262], and combine as a nanocomposite with morphologically 

enhanced TiO2 (such as tubular, sheets)[292] as a means to (i) probe the effect of morphology 

on the electrochemical properties of MXene, and (ii) to potentially optimise the electrochemical 

performance of MXene-TiO2 nanocomposites owing to the high electrochemical performance 

of tubular TiO2. 
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S3: Resistivity of Ti2C MXene in different solvents 
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